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Abstract: Social-emotional competence may be a protective factor for academic achievement among American Indian and Alaska Native (AI/AN) students. This study used Fisher’s r to Z transformations to test for group differences in the magnitude of relationships between social-emotional competence and achievement. Hierarchical linear modeling was used to determine the variance in academic achievement explained by student race, poverty, and social-emotional competence, and the schoolwide percentage of students by race. Data are from 335 students across 6 schools. This study suggests that promoting social-emotional competence among AI/AN students could be a strategy for reducing disparities in academic achievement and the consequences of these disparities.

INTRODUCTION

American Indian and Alaska Native (AI/AN) students, on average, experience high rates of adversity and systemic oppression (Alaska Federation of Natives, 2011a, 2011b), such as poverty, racism, and insufficient access to resources and services, as well as the long-term consequences of historical trauma and displacements (Brave Heart & DeBruyn, 1998; Evans-Campbell, 2008; LaFromboise, Albright, & Harris, 2010; Krogstad, 2014; Whitbeck, Adams, Hoyt, & Chen, 2004). In addition, AI/AN students in the U.S. are implicitly asked to acculturate to a “mainstream” education system. Mainstream academic environments may not reflect AI/AN cultures, and an emphasis on assimilation may undermine the value of AI/AN cultures (Fryberg et al., 2013b; Gone, 2013).

The cumulative effects of these risk factors and barriers pose threats to AI/AN students’ academic achievement (Brayboy, 2005; Dalla & Kennedy, 2014; DeVoe & Darling-Churchill,
non-Native peers (Aud, Fox, & KewalRamani, 2010; National Center for Education Statistics, 2012). This early achievement gap leads to more AI/AN students disengaging, underperforming, and dropping out of school (Gentry & Fugate, 2012; National Center for Education Statistics, 2012). In the long term, the achievement gap contributes to the persisting disparities observed in employment, rates of poverty, and mental and physical health between AI/AN and other communities (Aud et al., 2010; Gone & Trimble, 2012). This paper explores the achievement gap between AI/AN students and their non-Native peers.

The Native Achievement Gap: A Theory of Cultural Misalignment

Many theoretical and empirical explanations for the observed gap in achievement between AI/AN students and their non-Native peers have been offered (Castagno & Brayboy, 2008; Gentry & Fugate, 2012). Culturally transmitted values and histories of oppression, assimilation, and adaptation of a minority group within a dominant society must be taken into consideration when trying to explain and address these disparities (Ogbu & Simons, 1998). Sue and Okazaki’s (1990) theory of relative functionalism, as applied to academic achievement, suggests that academic achievement and vocational preparedness can be understood by their relevance and perceived function for social mobility within ethnic minority communities (Andersen & Ward, 2013; Kao & Tienda, 1998; Wigfield & Eccles, 2000). The theory of relative functionalism therefore suggests that AI/AN students will succeed academically to the extent that their educational experience aligns with their cultural values and perceived opportunities for social mobility.

The cultural alignment of education for AI/AN students could be considered in the context of the boarding school era, a time when schooling was intentionally used as a state-sanctioned tool for the cultural genocide of Native people (Adams, 1995; Beltrán, Olsen, Ramey, Klawetter, & Walters, 2014; Brave Heart & DeBruyn, 1998; Evans-Campbell, 2008; Orona, 2013; Sarche & Whitesell, 2012). The U.S. education system has historically prioritized AI/AN cultural assimilation over preservation (Whitesell, Mitchel, Spicer, & the Voices of Indian Teens Project Team, 2009), and the social mobility of AI/AN peoples has been limited (Akee & Yazzie-Mintx, 2011).
The Native Achievement Gap: A Strength-Based Approach

Although the majority of comparative research on AI/AN students has focused on deficits, many AI/AN students demonstrate resilience (Bergstrom, Cleary, & Peacock, 2003; Brendtro, Brokenleg, & Van Bockern, 2005; Huffman, 2001; LaFromboise, Hoyt, Oliver, & Whitbeck, 2006; Montgomery, Miville, Winterowd, Jefferies, & Baysden, 2000; Whitbeck, Hoyt, Stubben & LaFromboise, 2001). A deficit orientation may serve to perpetuate stereotypes that AI/AN students cannot or will not learn and fails to address readily modifiable factors that have the potential to increase the academic achievement of AI/AN students (Becker & Luthar, 2002; Gone & Alcántara, 2010). A strength-based approach centers the student and community goals, identifies barriers to these goals, and leverages existing strengths to overcome barriers and achieve these goals (Simmons, Shapiro, Accomozzo, & Manthey, 2015). Thus, if used carefully, a strength-based approach could be more culturally responsive and may offer novel strategies for addressing persistent disparities (Chavers, 2000; Shapiro, 2015). Similar to how the theory of relative functionalism can be used to explain some structural determinants of educational outcomes, it can also be used to explain how some AI/AN students have found empowering ways to engage in their education. For example, some AI/AN students pursuing higher education report that they are motivated to gain skills and credentials to serve their communities through social justice activism (Brayboy, 2005). These students strategically pursue academics that align with their Native identities, a strategy that likely requires bicultural competence (LaFromboise et al., 2010).

Bicultural competence is defined as the ability to function across two cultures while maintaining one’s sense of self and cultural identity (LaFromboise, Coleman, & Gerton, 1993; Rashid, 1984). Bicultural competence requires cultural frame switching, a complex awareness and understanding of multiple cultures, identities, relationships, and social expectations, and the ability to purposefully alternate one’s behavior depending on situational cues and context (Benet-Martinez, Leu, Lee, & Morris, 2002; Nguyen & Benet-Martinez, 2013; Ogbu & Matute-Bianchi, 1986). Scholars have suggested that bicultural competence may require high levels of general cognitive functioning and social and emotional health (Bryant & LaFromboise, 2005; Huffman, 2001; LaFromboise et al., 2010; Oyserman, Kemmelmeier, Fryberg, Brosh, & Hart-Johnson, 2003). The Integrative Psychological Model of Biculturalism suggests that cognitive, social, and
emotional capacities may be antecedents to bicultural competence (Cheng, Lee, Benet-Martínez, & Huynh, 2014).

Thus, social-emotional competence may be important to the development of biculturalism for AI/AN students, which, in the context of relative functionalism, may help AI/AN students achieve academically despite a misalignment of the educational system with AI/AN cultural values and opportunities for social mobility (Fryberg & Leavitt, 2014; Gestsdóttir, Urban, Bowers, Lerner, & Lerner, 2011). Although research has suggested that social-emotional competence may contribute to academic achievement for all children (Greenberg et al., 2003), social-emotional competence may be even more important for the academic success of students who have to navigate misalignment between their cultural values and mainstream educational contexts (Powers, 2005; Stephens, Markus, & Fryberg, 2012).

Social-emotional competence has been conceptualized in many different ways; for the purpose of this paper, we will use the definition supported by the Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning (CASEL, 2014). CASEL defines social-emotional competence as the skills necessary to recognize and regulate emotions, set and achieve positive goals, demonstrate care for others, establish and maintain relationships, make responsible decisions, and manage interpersonal interactions effectively and ethically (Payton et al., 2008). CASEL organizes social-emotional competence into five core domains: self-awareness, social-awareness, self-management, relationship skills, and responsible decision making. Whitesell and colleagues (2009) found that a similar set of skills and personal resources (perceived competencies, an internal locus of control, and problem-focused coping skills) mediated the relationship between self-esteem and academic achievement for AI/AN students. However, limited research has examined the protective mechanism of social-emotional competence for AI/AN students in the mainstream education context. Unlike macrosystemic causes of the achievement gap (e.g., poverty, racism, etc.) that are difficult to remediate through the actions of a single agent in the timeframe of the education of a single child, increasing a student’s social-emotional competence is likely within the educator’s sphere of influence (Civic Enterprises, Bridgeland, Bruce, & Hariharan, 2013; Durlak, Weissberg, Dymnicki, Taylor, & Schellinger, 2011).

In this paper, we use the term “race” while recognizing that race is a social construct and that there are many racial groups who share cultural similarities. In addition, we recognize that the AI/AN community includes many tribes and cultures and that the intracultural variability is
large. According to the U.S. Census Bureau (2012), there are 566 federally recognized Indian tribes. In Alaska, there are 11 distinct Native cultures and 22 different dialects (Alaska Native Heritage Center, 2011). According to the Alaska Native Knowledge Network (1998), some cultural values are shared among most AI/AN cultures, while some values are specific to the cultural groups (Barnhardt & Kawagley, 2008). In this study, we investigate the social-emotional competence of AI/AN students, White students, and Other Students of Color with the acknowledgement that the choice to examine differences among three broad groups will mask important features of within group variance and precludes the in-depth study of any group. Although the term “race” is problematic and imperfect, we believe that it captures the common experiences of oppression, cultural genocide, and cultural resilience of Native peoples that merit categorical distinction. Scholars have argued that racial identity is tied to systems of power in this country that cultural identities do not adequately capture (Helms, 2007; Markus & Moya, 2010).

THE PRESENT STUDY

The purpose of the present study is threefold: to examine 1) the direct effect of race and poverty on academic achievement in a racially diverse school district, 2) the strength of the relationship between social-emotional competence and academic achievement for AI/AN students relative to their non-Native peers, and 3) the impact of social-emotional competence on academic achievement over and above race and poverty. Context is likely to play an important role in the development of students’ social-emotional competence, since prior analyses have found that characteristics of the overall student body (e.g., school-level poverty, school-level attendance) can explain substantial variance in the average student achievement (Konstantopoulos, 2005; Lee & Bryk, 1989; Moscoso, 2000; Rumberger, 1995). Thus, we included schoolwide percentages of AI/AN students, Other Students of Color, and low-income students in our multilevel analysis.

We expected that race and poverty would be associated with academic achievement (Hypothesis 1), that the strength of the association between social-emotional competence and academic achievement would be stronger for AI/AN students than non-Native peers (Hypothesis 2), and that student social-emotional competence would explain variance in academic achievement beyond the variance explained by race and poverty alone (Hypothesis 3).
METHODS

Inspired by culturally appropriate research methodologies for AI/AN communities (Caldwell et al., 2005; Fisher & Ball, 2003; Gowen, Bandurraga, Jivanjee, Cross, & Friesen, 2012; LaFrance, 2004; Smith, 1999), we formed an advisory committee of AI/AN elders, parents, educators, and administrators to guide this research project. Our common values included respect, equity, and empowerment for the AI/AN communities of Anchorage (Santiago-Rivera, Skawennio Morse, Hunt, & Lickers, 1998). This project emerged from partnerships with Title VII Indian Education Program of Anchorage School District and Cook Inlet Tribal Council. Research questions were derived through conversations and dialogue with stakeholders. The advisory committee provided feedback on the cultural appropriateness of the measures, interpreted the research results from a Native worldview, and identified strategies and interventions for the education of AI/AN students based on the results of this study. This study was approved by the University of Oregon Research Compliance Services and the Anchorage School District Assessment and Evaluation Department. Deidentified administrative data were used that did not require additional parental consent for the ethical protection of human subjects.

Ten AI/AN elders, parents, teachers, and administrators served on the advisory committee. Committee members were from diverse cultures and multiracial backgrounds including Yup’ik, Central Siberian Yup’ik, Mexican American, American Indian, Inupiaq/Inupiat, Alutiiq, Toneedze Ghetseele, African American, Blackfoot Indian, Tlingit, and Filipino. They serve in a variety of roles in the Anchorage School District, including elementary school teacher, historical trauma counselor, consultant, grandparent, parent, Title VII program coordinator, Title VII program director, Title VII program founder, elementary school principal, Alaska Native Heritage Center cultural guide, Alaska Native artist, Alaska Native language teacher, and translator.

Participants

Participants included 350 students from 12 schools in grades 3 through 8. All students were enrolled in the Anchorage School District during the 2009-2010 academic year. Six schools had fewer than 5 students participating in the study and were removed from hierarchical analysis. This resulted in removing 15 students from the hierarchical model. The final data consisted of 335 students from 6 schools. The remaining students in the sample were evenly distributed.
across gender (169 female, 166 male). Age ranged from 8 through 15 years with a mean of 10.2 years ($SD = 1.28$). From this sample, 11.0% ($N = 37$) of students identified as either monoracial AI/AN or multiracial AI/AN. The remainder of students identified as follows: 49.6% White ($n = 166$), 21.2% multiracial of races other than AI/AN ($n = 71$), 5.7% Black ($n = 19$), 4.5% Latino ($n = 16$), 4.5% Asian ($n = 15$), 2.7% Hawaiian ($n = 9$), and .9% other ($n = 3$). In terms of language skill, 8.7% ($n = 29$) identified as English Language Learners. In addition, 20.0% ($n = 67$) received special education or disability services. For analysis purposes, students’ race was coded into AI/AN ($n = 37$), Other Students of Color ($n = 132$), and White ($n = 166$). Multiracial students who identified as partly AI/AN were included in the AI/AN category. Otherwise, multiracial students were included in the Other Students of Color category.

Students were designated by the Anchorage School District as socioeconomically disadvantaged if they were: 1) qualified for free and reduced lunches, 2) members of the Alaska Temporary Assistance Program, 3) members of a Community Eligible Provision (CEP) School, 4) migrant students, 5) siblings of a student who falls into the aforementioned categories, 6) enrolled in a self-contained Special Education facility, and/or 7) enrolled in the Child in Transition/Homeless Program. The Alaska Temporary Assistance Program provides employment services and resources to low-income families. CEP schools have a population income level that meets the National School Lunch Act eligibility to serve all students meals at no charge. Child in Transition/Homeless Program provides protection, assistance, and transportation to ensure that homeless students have the right to stay in their schools for the duration of the school year. Out of the student participants, 51.0% ($n = 171$) were designated as socioeconomically disadvantaged or low-income status.

Given the sample size, the minimally detectable effect size was 0.64, with an intraclass correlation (ICC) of 0.05. Thus, the sample size was powered to detect medium to large effects.

**Measures**

**Social-emotional competence**

Social-emotional competence was measured by the Devereux Student Strengths Assessment (DESSA; LeBuffe, Shapiro, & Naglieri, 2014). The DESSA is a nationally standardized, norm-referenced behavior rating scale measuring student social-emotional competence for students from kindergarten to 8th grade that can be completed by caregivers or
educators. The DESSA is a conceptually derived assessment tool that is organized into eight subscales: Self-Awareness, Social-Awareness, Self-Management, Goal-Directed Behavior, Relationship Skills, Personal Responsibility, Decision Making, and Optimistic Thinking. A Social-Emotional Composite Score provides an overall indication of the child’s social-emotional competence. The DESSA T-scores range from 28 to 72, with a standardized mean of 50 and standard deviation of 10. Each item on the DESSA asks educators to indicate how often the student demonstrated behaviors in the past 4 weeks from never to very frequently. Scores ≥ 60 indicate a strength, whereas scores ≤ 40 indicate a need for social-emotional instruction. The DESSA has been studied in school (Shapiro, Kim, Robitaille, & LeBuffe), after-school (Shapiro, Accomazzo, Claassen, & Fleming, 2015), and child welfare (Smith, Shapiro, Sperry, & LeBuffe, 2014) settings. In this study, teacher ratings were completed concurrently with the assessment of academic achievement.

The reliability and validity of the DESSA has been demonstrated in previous research (LeBuffe et al., 2014; Naglieri, LeBuffe, & Shapiro, 2013; Nickerson & Fishman, 2009; Shapiro, Accomazzo, Robitaille, 2017). The DESSA was normed on a nationally representative sample; 1.9% of the standardization sample was AI/AN children, relative to 1.2% of the U.S. population at that time (LeBuffe et al., 2014). In the standardization sample, negligible to small differences (d-ratio ≤ .31) were found when comparing the subscales of children from different races and ethnicities as rated by teachers. In the norming procedures, the researchers did not find significant variabilities across grades, indicating an absence of age trends. Although the data indicated small gender differences when comparing subscales of boys and girls (d-ratio = ≤ .42), LeBuffe and colleagues (2014) established the same social-emotional competence expectations for students of all genders. The internal reliability coefficients of the subscales range from .89 to .99 for teachers. The test-retest reliability correlation coefficients range from .86 to .94 for teachers. Criterion validity was demonstrated through significant mean score differences between students with social, emotional, or behavioral problems relative to their typically developing peers (LeBuffe et al., 2009). Strong convergent and construct validity has been demonstrated (Nickerson & Fishman, 2009) with the Behavioral and Emotional Rating Scale-Second Edition (BERS-2; Epstein, 2004) and the Behavioral Assessment System for Children-Second Edition (BASC-2; Reynolds & Kamphaus, 2004).
Academic achievement was measured through Alaska Standards-Based Assessment (SBA). This statewide assessment, administered in grades 3 through 10, is designed to measure student academic achievement against the Grade Level Academic Performance Standards for reading, writing, and math. The scale scores range from 100 to 600. The state proficiency standard is set to a score of 300. The tests were written for, and normed within, the Alaska State school system. Results are used to assess a school’s Adequate Yearly Progress based on the No Child Left Behind legislation. According to the Alaska Department of Education & Early Development (2011), the SBA demonstrates content validity and reliability. Scholars have suggested that standards-based assessment can be culturally responsive for AI/AN students when AI/AN cultures are infused into the standards against which students are assessed (Fox, 2000). Alaska SBA has been shown to be aligned with other standardized achievement tests, such as a curriculum-based measure of reading (Legg, 2013).

Analysis Plan

Analyses were conducted using SPSS 22 and HLM 7. First, descriptive statistics and patterns of missingness for all variables were examined. Assumptions of normality were checked. Grand mean imputation was used to address missing data and full maximum likelihood estimates were used. Alpha for all statistical analyses was set to .05.

To examine the effect of race and poverty on academic achievement (Hypothesis 1), hierarchical linear modeling (HLM) was used. HLM is ideal for the analysis of nested data and allows for the examination of within group and between groups variances (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). We examined the null model to understand the variance in academic achievement within and between schools. The level 1 model included the student characteristics: AI/AN (0 = Other Students of Color and White students, 1 = AI/AN), Other Students of Color (0 = AI/AN and White students, 1 = Other Students of Color), and low income (0 = not low income, 1 = low income). Racial identities were entered into the model first (Model 1) and low income was entered second (Model 2) to examine the unique contributions of race and poverty. The level 2 model included school characteristics: percentage of low-income students, percentage of AI/AN students, and percentage of all Other Students of Color (Model 3). At each stage of model
building process, slopes were fixed to increase model fit if the random effects were not significant. The HLM equations are presented below:

**Null Model**

\[
\text{Academic Achievement} = \beta_{0j} + r_{ij}
\]

\[
\beta_{0j} = \gamma_{00} + u_{0j}
\]

**Level 1 Model**

\[
\text{Academic Achievement}_{ij} = \beta_{0j} + \beta_{1j}\left(\text{AIAN}_{ij}\right) + \beta_{2j}\left(\text{Other Students of Color}_{ij}\right) + \beta_{3j}\left(\text{Low Income}_{ij}\right) + e_{ij}
\]

**Level 2 Model**

\[
\beta_{0j} = \gamma_{00} + \gamma_{01}\left(\text{School AIAN}_{j}\right) + \gamma_{02}\left(\text{School Other Students of Color}_{j}\right) + \gamma_{03}\left(\text{School Low Income}_{j}\right) + u_{0j}
\]

\[
\beta_{1j} = \gamma_{10} + u_{1j}
\]

\[
\beta_{2j} = \gamma_{20} + u_{2j}
\]

\[
\beta_{3j} = \gamma_{30} + u_{3j}
\]

Correlation analyses and Fishers r to Z transformations were conducted to explore the strength of the relationship between social-emotional competence and academic achievement for AI/AN students relative to their non-Native peers (Hypothesis 2). We examined correlations between each DESSA subscale and the Social-Emotional Composite with the SBA average score for AI/AN students, White students, and Other Students of Color. We conducted Fishers r to Z analyses to examine whether the correlations between social-emotional competencies and SBA scores were significantly different between AI/AN students and their peers.

To determine the impact of social-emotional competence on the variance explained in academic achievement by race and poverty, another HLM analysis was conducted (Hypothesis 3). This final analysis is identical to the previous HLM analysis, except the Social-Emotional Composite Score was added at the individual level, centered on the grand mean (Model 4). The HLM equations are presented below:
Null Model

\[ \text{Academic Achievement} = \beta_{0j} + r_{ij} \]
\[ \beta_{0j} = \gamma_{00} + u_{0j} \]

Level-1 Model

\[ \text{Academic Achievement}_{ij} = \beta_{0j} + \beta_{1j} \left( \text{AIAN}_{ij} \right) + \beta_{2j} \left( \text{Other Students of Color}_{ij} \right) + \beta_{3j} \left( \text{Low Income}_{ij} \right) + \beta_{4j} \left( \text{Social Emotional Composite}_{ij} \right) + e_{ij} \]

Level-2 Model

\[ \beta_{0j} = \gamma_{00} + \gamma_{01} \left( \text{School AIAN}_{j} \right) + \gamma_{02} \left( \text{School Other Students of Color}_{j} \right) + \gamma_{03} \left( \text{School Low Income}_{j} \right) + u_{0j} \]
\[ \beta_{1j} = \gamma_{10} + u_{1j} \]
\[ \beta_{2j} = \gamma_{20} + u_{2j} \]
\[ \beta_{3j} = \gamma_{30} + u_{3j} \]
\[ \beta_{4j} = \gamma_{40} + u_{4j} \]

RESULTS

Preliminary Analysis

No significant violations to statistical test assumptions were found. The percentage of students who were socioeconomically disadvantaged significantly differed by race ($\chi^2(2,335) = 14.48, p < .01$). In other words, students from low-income backgrounds were more often AI/AN students (64%) or Other Students of Color (61%) than White students (41%).

Correlational analysis revealed significant ($p < .001$) associations between SBA reading and writing ($r = .81$), reading and math ($r = .74$), and math and writing ($r = .77$). As a result of these correlations, the scores were combined into a single SBA average score. The SBA average scores ranged from 194 to 562, with a mean of 358 ($SD = 66.91$). Two students had missing reading and math scores. Grand mean imputation was used to impute the missing scores for these students before computing their SBA average scores. Students identified as White had, on average, higher SBA scores ($M = 371.45, SD = 64.30$) than students identified as AI/AN ($M = 357.57, SD = 68.98$) or Other Students of Color ($M = 338.19, SD = 65.84$). A between groups
comparison of SBA mean scores by race was significant \((F (2,332) = 8.36, p < .001)\). This result suggests a small \((d = .21)\) achievement gap between White and AI/AN students, a small \((d = .29)\) achievement gap between AI/AN students and Other Students of Color, and a medium achievement gap between White students and Other Students of Color \((d = .51)\).

Consistent with the standardization sample, the Social-Emotional Composite score ranged from 28 to 72 \((M = 50.80, SD = 10.32)\). A between groups comparison of DESSA subscales and Social-Emotional Composite scores by race was not significant. Social-Emotional Composite scores significantly correlated with academic achievement \((r = 0.45, p < .01)\). This relationship can be interpreted as between medium \((r = .3)\) and large \((r = .5; Cohen, 1988)\).

The percentage of students from low-income backgrounds within each school ranged from 20% to 100%. The percentage of AI/AN students ranged from 2% to 14%. The percentage of Other Students of Color ranged from 10% to 70%. A correlation analysis suggests a significant correlation between percentages of low-income students and percentages of Other Students of Color \((r = .83, p < .001)\). No other significant correlations were found. This finding suggests that schools with higher percentages of Other Students of Color were more likely to have higher percentages of students from low-income backgrounds.

**Hypothesis 1: Race and Poverty Will Be Associated with Academic Achievement**

The unconditional model examined within and between school variance in the SBA average scores. There were significant differences between schools in average SBA scores, \(\tau (11) = 1128.69, p < .001\). The significant ICC was .23, which indicates that the 23% of the variance of the SBA scores is attributable to differences between schools and the remaining 77% of the variance is attributable to differences between individual students. All HLM results are presented in Table 1.

Results showed that identification as AI/AN or Other Students of Color were each significantly associated with lower academic achievement. Holding poverty constant, AI/AN student identity predicted 25 fewer points on the SBA \((\beta = -25.24, p < .05)\). Similarly, Other Students of Color identity also predicted 25 fewer points on the SBA \((\beta = -25.13, p < .001)\). The model comparison test showed that adding race as a predictor significantly reduced the error variance from the null model \(\chi^2 (2) = 17.99, p < .001\). Student income status was added to the model. Holding race constant, identification as a low-income student predicted 31 less points on
the SBA ($\beta = -31.65, p < .001$). The model comparison test showed that adding low-income status as a predictor beyond race significantly reduced the error variance from the null model ($\chi^2 (1) = 19.79, p < .001$). Although there was no direct measure of variances accounted for by HLM models, a pseudo $R^2$ as a measure of effect size was calculated by comparing the variance component in the race-only model to the variance component in the race and poverty model. The proportional reduction in unexplained variance by considering poverty in addition to race was 10%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed Effect</th>
<th>Null Model</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
<th>Model 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept, $\gamma_{00}$</td>
<td>351.58***</td>
<td>365.16***</td>
<td>381.39***</td>
<td>411.92***</td>
<td>425.41***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI/AN, $\gamma_{20}$</td>
<td>-32.26**</td>
<td>-25.24*</td>
<td>-24.56*</td>
<td>-16.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Students of Color, $\gamma_{30}$</td>
<td>-28.60***</td>
<td>-25.13***</td>
<td>-24.18**</td>
<td>-24.37***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low income, $\gamma_{40}$</td>
<td>-31.65***</td>
<td>-30.89***</td>
<td>-22.24***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social-Emotional Composite, $\gamma_{50}$</td>
<td>2.77***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Native, $\gamma_{01}$</td>
<td>26.32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Other Students of Color, $\gamma_{02}$</td>
<td>-101.49</td>
<td>-168.84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School low income, $\gamma_{03}$</td>
<td>20.93</td>
<td>47.12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Effect</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept, $u_{0j}$</td>
<td>1128.69***</td>
<td>1093.54**</td>
<td>838.68***</td>
<td>728.65***</td>
<td>362.20***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level-1 effect, $e_{ij}$</td>
<td>3682.62</td>
<td>3487.65</td>
<td>3308.48</td>
<td>3308.25</td>
<td>2684.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model Comparison</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\chi^2$</td>
<td>17.99***</td>
<td>19.79***</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>74.41***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviance</td>
<td>3724.45</td>
<td>3706.46</td>
<td>3686.67</td>
<td>3685.28</td>
<td>3610.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: AI/AN = American Indian and Alaska Native.
* $p < .05$, ** $p < .01$, *** $p < .001$. 
Schoolwide percentages of AI/AN students, Other Students of Color, and low-income students were then added into the model. Results showed that, after controlling for school-level factors, race and poverty remained significantly associated with academic achievement. None of the school-level factors were significant. The model comparison test showed that adding the school-level variables did not significantly reduce the error variance from the null model. The proportional reduction in unexplained variance accounted for by school factors was 0%.

Hypothesis 2: The Strength of the Association between Social-Emotional Competence and Academic Achievement Will Be Stronger for AI/AN Students than Their Non-Native Peers

All DESSA scales were significantly and positively correlated to academic achievement for each student group. The associations between social-emotional competence and academic achievement for AI/AN students, Other Students of Color, and White students ranged in size from medium ($r = .32$; Relationship Skills) to large ($r = .66$; Goal-Directed Behavior). A Fisher’s $r$ to $Z$ transformation was conducted to compare the size of the correlation coefficients between AI/AN students, Other Students of Color, and White students. The correlation between Decision Making and SBA was significantly stronger ($Z = 1.80$) for AI/AN students ($r = .62$) than for Other Students of Color ($r = .40$). The correlations between Personal Responsibility and SBA and between Decision Making and SBA were each significantly stronger ($Z = 1.94$ and $Z = 2.20$, respectively) for AI/AN students ($r = .62$) than for White students ($r = .40$ and $r = .39$, respectively). No other differences by racial group reached statistical significance (Table 2).

Hypothesis 3: Social-Emotional Competence Will Explain Unique Variances in Academic Achievement beyond Race and Poverty

To test the third hypothesis, student Social-Emotional Composite scores were added to the previous HLM model. Other Students of Color, low income, and Social-Emotional Composite scores continued to be significantly associated with academic achievement, while school level factors continued to be unassociated with academic achievement. Interestingly, AI/AN racial identity was no longer associated with academic achievement, once Social-Emotional Composite scores were considered. Holding other variables constant, for every point increase on the DESSA, there is a corresponding 2.77 points increase on the SBA. This model significantly reduced the error variance from previous models ($\chi^2 (1) = 74.41$, $p < 0.001$). The
proportional reduction in unexplained variance that results from adding social-emotional competence to the model was 19%.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AI/AN Students</th>
<th>Other Students of Color</th>
<th>White Students</th>
<th>Fisher’s Z Test (one tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SBA Average</td>
<td>SBA Average</td>
<td>SBA Average</td>
<td>AI/AN students and Other Students of Color</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Responsibility</td>
<td>.62**</td>
<td>.53**</td>
<td>.40**</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimistic Thinking</td>
<td>.47**</td>
<td>.46**</td>
<td>.38**</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal-Directed Behavior</td>
<td>.66**</td>
<td>.56**</td>
<td>.51**</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social-Awareness</td>
<td>.43**</td>
<td>.34**</td>
<td>.36**</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Making</td>
<td>.62**</td>
<td>.40**</td>
<td>.39**</td>
<td>1.80*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship Skills</td>
<td>.45**</td>
<td>.30**</td>
<td>.32**</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Awareness</td>
<td>.59**</td>
<td>.50**</td>
<td>.45**</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Management</td>
<td>.57**</td>
<td>.42**</td>
<td>.41**</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social-Emotional Composite</td>
<td>.59**</td>
<td>.47**</td>
<td>.42**</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: AI/AN = American Indian and Alaska Native; SBA = Standards-Based Assessment.  
* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001.

### DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to examine 1) the effect of race and poverty on academic achievement, 2) the strength of the relationship between social-emotional competence and academic achievement for AI/AN students relative to their non-Native peers, and 3) the impact of social-emotional competence on academic achievement over and above race and poverty. Aligned with previous research, we found that race is associated with academic achievement (Sirin, 2005; Stephens, Markus, & Phillips, 2014). We found that considering low-income status in addition to race improved our ability to explain the variance in academic achievement scores.
The relationship between social-emotional competence and academic achievement was reliable and sizable across all social-emotional domains and for children in all racial groups, even when sample sizes were small. This finding affirms prior research indicating that social-emotional competence is related to academic achievement for all children (Wanless et al., 2011) and raises the possibility that interventions to promote social-emotional competence may universally benefit students from all cultural backgrounds (Becker & Luthar, 2002). The advisory committee members suggest that social-emotional competence is important for AI/AN students’ academic success because the social-emotional competencies are tied to cultural values and aligned with the Alaska standards for culturally responsive schools (Alaska Native Knowledge Network, 1998). Consistent with prior analyses (e.g., Konstantopoulos, 2005), the effect of student body characteristics on achievement did not persist when individual characteristics were also modeled.

The results of the Fisher’s $r$ to $Z$ transformation support the hypothesis that the function of social-emotional competence may vary across race. Although all eight social-emotional scales were strongly correlated with academic achievement for AI/AN students, Personal Responsibility and Decision Making were found to be more strongly correlated with academic achievement for Native students relative to their non-Native peers. There are a number of possible explanations for the strong correlation between social-emotional competence and academic achievement for AI/AN students, including the role of social-emotional competence in bicultural competency development. CASEL (2014) combines Personal Responsibility and Decision Making into one social-emotional domain—Responsible Decision Making. The skills that constitute Responsible Decision Making, as measured by the DESSA, (e.g., serve an important role at home or school, encourage positive behavior in others, follow the example of a positive role model, seek advice, follow the advice of a trusted adult, use available resources [people or objects] to solve a problem) may be a salient precursor of bicultural competence that help AI/AN students function in environments that are otherwise culturally misaligned (Gestsdottir et al., 2011; Whitesell et al., 2009).

It should also be considered whether the assessment of Responsibility and Decision Making among AI/AN students, as completed by their teachers, reflects the dominant cultural values of the school (Chen & French, 2008). If this were the case, students who scored high on these scales may be perceived by their teachers as acculturated to the norms of the school.
Therefore, it could be the case that social-emotional competence is a proxy, rather than a prerequisite, for biculturalism, and biculturalism is a predictor of academic achievement (Oyserman et al., 2003).

The final multilevel model provides further evidence that social-emotional competence is related to academic achievement for all students. While holding all measures of race and poverty constant, students with higher social-emotional competence, on average, had higher standardized test scores. When social-emotional competence was taken into account, the negative association between poverty and academic achievement decreased for all students. Furthermore, when social-emotional competence was considered, the negative association between AI/AN racial identity and academic achievement disappeared entirely. This finding suggests that the achievement gap between AI/AN students and their White peers may be largely attributed to differences in levels of student poverty and social-emotional competence. Ultimately, poverty and social-emotional competence had a larger effect than race on academic achievement for Native students. If these results hold across studies, promising approaches to closing the achievement gap for AI/AN students could include poverty remediation strategies, school reform efforts aimed at cultural alignment, as well as social and emotional learning opportunities. The results of this study provide some initial support for the adoption of social and emotional learning initiatives as a potential mechanism for closing the achievement gap.

A number of limitations to the current study exist. One limitation is the small sample size. In particular, the small sample size at the school level was powered to detect only medium to large effects and may not have been large enough to detect cross-level interactions (Garson, 2013). Therefore, results need to be interpreted with caution given the small number of schools. The sample of AI/AN students was smaller than other groups. We maintain that AI/AN research should be done, even when sample sizes are small, in order to build research knowledge that pertains to this group. However, results do need to be interpreted cautiously, as small sample sizes have a greater potential for type II errors (underpowered to detect relationships that exist).

Another limitation is that AI/AN students were compared to White students and Other Students of Color. This comparison was suggested by the advisory committee as more culturally appropriate than comparing Native students to only White students. However, this comparison aggregated all Other Students of Color, which may mask some important cultural similarities between AI/AN and other racial minority groups. Another limitation, as mentioned in the
introduction, is that the AI/AN monoracial and multiracial categories used in this study cannot distinguish the nuances and complexities within AI/AN cultural identities, which limits the generalizability of the findings. It is unclear whether analyses of data from AI/AN students of diverse cultures, multiracial backgrounds, rural areas, and other geographical locations would yield the same results. In addition, bicultural competence and bicultural frame switching were not assessed directly in this study.

Lastly, the race and ethnicity of the students were taken from the district database and then translated by teachers into the data collection system for this project. Unintentional errors or well-intended adjustments in the reporting of race identification cannot be ruled out. Studies have suggested that racial identification varies across time, context, ethnic salience, and stages of ethnic identity development (Harris & Sim, 2002; Yip, 2005), and that teacher ratings of social-emotional competence can be influenced by the extent to which respective teachers perceive their students, in general, to face barriers to learning (Shapiro, Kim, Accomazzo, & Roscoe, 2016). It is unclear if such a rater bias persists in this context, but, if so, this unmeasured construct could be associated with multiple variables. The bias could also vary systematically based on individual characteristics (e.g., race) of the student being rated, although this assumption has never been tested, and DESSA scores did not vary by race in this sample. Finally, a complex history of institutionalized racism exists in the state, of which education is only a small part. The racial demographics of a school population are only one aspect of the social environment that impacts AI/AN students’ academic achievement.

In future research, researchers should determine if these findings are replicated within different samples of youth. Further, researchers should explore the relationship between biculturalism and social-emotional competence for ethnic minority students more directly. Researchers could consider other mediator and moderator variables at the student, teacher, or school levels (e.g., students’ ethnic identity development, students’ perception of cultural misalignment, students’ perceived discrimination, teachers’ ethnic identity or cultural humility, school climate, school resources, school policy), on the relationship between assessed social-emotional competence and academic achievement. To further test the theory of relative functionalism, students could be asked about their values, experiences, and aspirations directly. The dataset for this study included students from third through eighth grade, and the analysis was cross sectional. Future longitudinal research could explore whether the relationship between
social-emotional competence and academic achievement is time-ordered and varies across development or in response to intervention. Finally, the DESSA assessments in this study were completed only by teachers. Reporting by AI/AN students, family members, or elders may show different relationships between social-emotional competence and academic achievement.

**Implications for Practice**

The findings from this study and others like it suggest that social and emotional learning curricula delivered through culturally responsive pedagogy should be tested as a strategy to narrow the achievement gap for AI/AN students (Castagno & Brayboy, 2008). The Anchorage School District is an increasingly diverse education environment. The administrators of the Anchorage School District have implemented a Culturally Responsive Education Plan that emphasizes “professional development programs to heighten teachers’ awareness of the impact of teacher attitude, background, culture and socio-economic status on teaching” (Anchorage School District, 2006, p.2). Under this plan, teachers are encouraged to create culturally responsive social and emotional learning goals for their students. Without further study, it is unclear what impact this project has had.

More culturally appropriate and affirming social and emotional learning programs and pedagogies are needed for AI/AN students (Dalla & Kennedy, 2014). An example of such a pilot program is Project Ki’L, tailored to the needs of Native boys. Project Ki’L provides cultural education for AI/AN boys from preschool to 5th grade. The program invites Native elders and community members to teach afterschool and summer programs on AI/AN cultural values and Indigenous knowledge (Alaska Native Knowledge Network, 2001), and reinforces the coexistence of multiple worldview and knowledge systems that are associated with well-being (Barnhardt & Kawagley, 2008; Bryant & LaFromboise, 2005). The curriculum includes activities such as creating ceremonial masks, skinning seals, making akutaq, cooking fry bread, throwing rabbit sticks and atlatls, going on canoe trips, participating in talking circles, and bringing families together on family nights. In this program, culture is the intervention (Kenyon & Hanson, 2012). Designing and testing culturally responsive strategies for promoting social-emotional competence among AI/AN students could be a strategy for reducing disparities in academic achievement and their consequences.
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HEALING THE SPIRIT: EXPLORING SEXUALIZED TRAUMA AND RECOVERY AMONG INDIGENOUS MEN IN TORONTO

Allison Reeves, PhD and Suzanne Stewart, PhD

Abstract: Colonial policies in Canada have led to social disruption and intergenerational trauma across Indigenous nations, contributing to high rates of sexualized violence within many communities. While mental health and social science discourse has identified the harmful impacts of violence against Indigenous women in Canada, there continues to be a lack of focus on the unique mental health needs of Indigenous men in this regard. This article reviews the results of a nationally funded research study which looked at the mental health and healing needs of Indigenous men in Toronto who have experienced sexualized trauma. This study followed Indigenous protocols for research and was conducted in partnership with Anishnawbe Health Toronto, a culture-based community health center. The methodology utilized a narrative inquiry and interviewed six community men about their recovery journeys and ten community healers and counselors about recovery through a gendered lens. The results explore the discourses that contribute to the social construction of masculinity(ies) and the impacts of these social norms on help-seeking behaviors. These results inform culturally appropriate and gender-relevant mental health service provision for Indigenous male clients recovering from sexualized trauma.

INTRODUCTION

Mental health outcomes for survivors of sexualized trauma and violence have been well documented in the psychological literature and can include post-traumatic stress disorder, mood disorders, difficulties with trust and forming intimate bonds with others, and low self-worth (Baima & Feldhousen, 2007; Edwards, Freyd, Dube, Anda, & Felitti, 2012). Higher rates of

1Psychologists use the term “sexualized” and argue that terms such as “sexual abuse” and “sexual assault” fall short of conveying the central fact that these interactions are primarily a form of violence and an abuse of power and that sexual gratification is secondary to this violence (see, for instance, Barnes & Josefowitz, 2014).
sexualized violence within some Indigenous communities have been identified as an outcome of intergenerational trauma due to colonization (Pearce et al., 2008). However, Western mental health services typically lack an Indigenous worldview and, therefore, risk being incomplete or even inappropriate for Indigenous clients (Stewart, 2008; Vicary & Bishop, 2005).

Context of Historical Trauma for Indigenous Men

Trends related to sexualized trauma in Indigenous communities must be understood through a historical lens that takes into account colonial policies, such as residential schooling and widespread adoption of Indigenous children into non-Indigenous families, which led to cultural disruption, social issues, and intergenerational trauma (Aboriginal Healing Foundation, 2010; Hylton, 2006; Kirmayer et al., 2007). Intergenerational trauma is a result of colonial policies that have disrupted cultural and social practices. For instance, Kirmayer et al. (2007) reviewed the transgenerational effects of residential schooling, including loss of cultural knowledge, language, and tradition; disruption of family and kinship networks; models of parenting and child rearing based on institutional experiences; repetition of physical and sexualized abuse; the undermining of individual and collective identity and self-esteem; and individual and collective disempowerment.

A qualitative study of First Nations men’s health and well-being found that “colonization took away men’s roles as providers and protectors, and racism often prevented men from getting jobs or developing businesses that would allow them to be self-supporting” (Mussell, 2005, p. 36). Another qualitative study among Mi’kmaq men in New Brunswick explored the impacts of colonization on Mi’kmaq men’s traditional masculinity practices, which included business, trade, governing, protecting the community, and working alongside family members in egalitarian relationships (Getty, 2013). Due to Euro-Western colonizers eroding Mi’kmaq land rights, men lost access to their land-based economies and were eventually labeled “lazy” by the colonizers (Getty, 2013). Additionally, loss of spiritual practices and political roles and the experience of racism and abuse in institutional settings such as residential schooling, led to trauma, anger, and marginalization among Mi’kmaq men (Getty, 2013). Given these health

2 Given the wide diversity between and within Indigenous communities in Canada, any discussion on “Indigenous men’s health” is problematic in its implied uniformity. We acknowledge past and present diversity among Indigenous men and take a ‘purposeful universalization’ approach (Wesley-Esquimaux & Smolewski, 2004, p.10) to recognize shared characteristics of historical trauma to Indigenous communities.
and social outcomes of colonization, it is important to consider Indigenous men’s gender roles in both historical and contemporary contexts, if they are to undergo individual and community healing (Kirmayer et al., 2007).

**Context of Gender Constructions for Men**

*Hegemonic masculinity* is a term that refers to an idealized notion of masculinity within a particular cultural context and time period. Currently, Euro-Western cultures dictate dominant notions of masculinity within a North American context through imperialism, Judeo-Christian influences, capitalism, and modern media and mass communication (Connell, 1993). Hegemonic masculinity includes themes of independence, self-reliance, stoicism, heteronormitivity, strength, invulnerability, risk taking, financial success and power, and high desire for sex (Addis & Mahalik, 2003; Courtenay, 2000; Riska, 2002; Schofield, Connell, Walker, Wood, & Butland, 2000).

Performances of gender can vary by social class, sexual orientation, level of education, ethnicity, and other markers of social location (Messner, 1998; Numer, 2009). Within the context of hegemonic masculinity, marginalized men often take on more risky behavior to compensate for their subordinated status (Courtenay, 2000, 2003). In this sense, Indigenous men in Canada may be at increased risk for health and social issues due to contemporary gender norms (Schofield et al., 2000). Further, Indigenous men who have survived sexualized trauma may hesitate to pursue mental health treatment due to contemporary gender norms that enforce invulnerability, stoicism, and other norms of masculinity that can interfere with help-seeking behavior.

Indigenous men’s experiences of normative masculinities have a complicated history. Prior to colonization, diverse Indigenous nations across North America had multiple expressions of masculinity that were dynamic and evolving (Duran, Duran, & Yellow Horse Brave Heart, 1998). Depending on the social structure of each community, men occupied various social roles (some were women-centered, some egalitarian, and others male-centered; Allen, 1992). Men were providers through hunting, warriors who protected communities, medicine people and spiritualists, active participants in trade and politics, and parents who mentored the next generation (Alfred & Lowe, 2005; Allen, 1992; Paul, 2000). Varied roles, from warrior-hunters to caretakers, allowed a range of gender expression for men; however, these roles and gender
norms were destabilized by the hegemonic masculine norms of the Euro-Western colonizer (Mussell, 2005).

Euro-Western ways of socialization, including gender norms, undermine traditional values in many Indigenous cultures related to cooperation, empathy, nurturing, gender equity, and mutual respect (Mussell, 2005; Sneider, 2015). Morgensen (2015) writes that traditional Indigenous masculinities were delegitimized through colonial tools of racism, and Sneider (2015) argues that principles of equanimity between genders threatened patriarchy and European gender dynamics. Due to colonization and assimilation, traditional gender norms for Indigenous men that would have promoted a healing and caring ethic became less available, replaced by stereotypes that position men as, for example, “bloodthirsty warriors” or “drunken absentees” (McKegney, as cited in Sneider, 2015, p. 71) and that place them in what Mussel refers to as a “gender straightjacket” (2005, p. 37), which limits emotional expression.

**Impacts of Sexualized Assault on Masculinities**

Although a growing body of research in Canada looking at intergenerational effects of colonial trauma exists, there is a paucity of research looking at mental health outcomes for Indigenous men who are survivors of sexualized assault specifically. Empirical studies looking at mental health outcomes among men in the general population who are survivors of childhood sexualized assault and adult sexualized assault indicate that these men experience post-traumatic stress, depression, anxiety disorders, anger and hostility, substance use issues, risky sexual behaviors, damaged self-image and self-esteem, issues in relationships, and suicidal ideation and attempts (Aosved, Long, & Voller, 2011; Easton, 2013; Turchik, 2012; Walker, Archer, & Davies, 2005). Although the rate of sexual victimization among men is lower than among women (Tewksbury, 2007), a national study in the U.S. found that male survivors reported higher levels of distress than female survivors on eight of the ten scales on the Trauma Symptom Inventory (Elliott, Mok, & Briere, 2004). Researchers note that male sexualized assault is severely underreported (Tewksbury, 2007) and reluctance to discuss traumatic experiences can often increase distress (Easton, 2013).

Cultural rape myths state that men should be able to stop rape, that men cannot be forced into sex, and that men who are raped are less masculine or are gay (Chapleau, Oswald, & Russell, 2008; Davies, 2002). These false beliefs can create additional shame, guilt, and self-
blame among survivors and can contribute to a reluctance to discuss their experience, to delayed disclosure, and to avoidance coping strategies such as self-medicating with substances (Easton, 2013; Turchik, 2012; Walker et al., 2005). Confusion around one’s masculinity due to a perceived violation of normative gender roles (Elliot et al., 2004) can lead to further psychological distress among survivors (Tewksbury, 2007).

It is clear from this discourse of gender construction and colonial trauma that Indigenous survivors experience multiple disadvantages in this regard. Through the colonial process, normative masculinities have restricted gender roles and range of emotional expression among Indigenous men and have created barriers to seeking help. This has occurred alongside the increase in multiple, intersecting traumas in the lives of Indigenous men, including loss of culture, compromised community roles, and sexualized violence. In his report, Mussel (2005) states that while many First Nations men have suffered sexualized abuse and trauma, few have sought mental health supports, and, as a result, they continue to have unresolved grief and personal issues. Abused children who have not yet healed as adults often enter into cycles of violence and become perpetrators themselves (Aboriginal Healing Foundation, 2010); it is therefore imperative that healing solutions are identified for wounded men.

**RESEARCH STUDY**

A previous study carried out by these authors looked at whether Indigenous mental health and healing services were culturally appropriate alternatives for Indigenous women who had experienced sexualized trauma. The study identified that Indigenous clients are less likely to use services that are not culturally adapted to their understandings of healing (Reeves & Stewart, 2015). Participants in the study cited that helpful aspects of mental health services were positive identity work through connection with Indigenous cultures’ wisdom teachings and spirituality as well as integrative practices that included Western psychotherapy. However, mental health workers noted a lack of focus on, and open discussion about, the unique healing needs of Indigenous men. The current project (conducted with the same research partner) aims to address this gap, both at an organizational level and in the Indigenous psychology literature.

The major focus of this project was to explore the research question: Within the context of sexualized trauma and recovery, what makes Indigenous men’s mental health unique? In this study, we collected and explored discourses on the social construction of masculinity(ies) and the
impacts of these social norms on help-seeking behaviors and mental health outcomes among Indigenous men who have experienced sexualized traumas. Results from this investigation seek to inform culturally appropriate and “gender-relevant” (Schofield et al., 2000, p. 254) mental health service provision for clients like these.

**METHODS**

This study employed a narrative inquiry, which utilizes participant storytelling in data collection (Pinnegar & Daynes, 2007), allowing community men to share their stories of recovery from sexualized trauma and allowing counselors and healers to describe Indigenous healing through a gendered lens. Narrative inquiry is considered to be a culturally appropriate methodology in an Indigenous context (Barton, 2004; Stewart, 2008) because it validates participant stories that have historically been made silent and invisible by dominant culture, and it emphasizes and recognizes historical pain and Indigenous epistemologies (Benham, 2007; Dunbar, 2008). Narrative methods have also been noted to be potentially therapeutic for participants, as the telling of one’s story facilitates self-discovery, especially around memory, reassessment, resilience, justification, and embracing the self (Riessman & Speedy, 2007). The project was decolonizing in its intent (Tuhiwai Smith, 1999) as it sought to honor Indigenous knowledge and epistemologies, promote community healing using Indigenous methods, and frame client mental health issues as belonging to larger structural inequities (Benham, 2007).

**Setting and Participants**

This study was carried out in partnership with Anishnawbe Health Toronto (AHT), a culture-based, multi-service health center that has been serving the diverse Indigenous community in Toronto since 1989. AHT’s mental health services are provided by an integrated team of Indigenous elders, healers, and counsellors, as well as Western-trained social workers, counsellors, psychiatrists, and psychologists. The research questions were raised by AHT, and the research was approved by the staff and the board of directors and took place under the guidance of the executive director at AHT, who received ongoing project updates.

Two groups of participants were interviewed for the study. The first group consisted of AHT mental health frontline workers who regularly treat men that are recovering from
sexualized trauma. Ten staff members participated, including four women, five men, and one two-spirit person. All identified as having Indigenous ancestry, and all were traditional Indigenous counselors (who bring Indigenous cultural knowledge and teachings into talk therapy) or traditional Indigenous healers (who identify as ‘Medicine People,’ and use herbal remedies, spiritual practices, ceremonies, and other sacred rituals in their work). Indigenous counselors and healers were included in order to provide culturally-relevant findings. Participants in this group ranged in age from late 20s to late 60s. This study also recruited men who had used mental health and healing services at AHT to recover from sexualized trauma. The study did not screen out gender variant two-spirit people; however, none came forward to participate. In total, six survivors of sexualized trauma were interviewed for this study, ranging in age from 30 to 60 years.

Procedures

Participants were recruited through email advertisement, posters around AHT, and word of mouth. Once participants made contact with the researchers through email or telephone, they were given an overview of the study, an explanation of risks and benefits of their participation, and a copy of the interview guide to prepare for the interview. Given the sensitive nature of the topic area, interview questions with clients avoided asking about trauma histories and instead focused on exploring journeys of recovery, experiences of gender, and healing needs as men. The researchers conducted an initial screening interview with interested clients to minimize the risk of psychological harm (e.g., how would you describe your current level of mental well-being, what is your comfort level speaking about the topic area, how long have you been receiving mental health supports, and what current supports do you have inside and outside of the agency). All clients who came forward to participate had been engaging in mental health treatment for a minimum of six months (some had completed several years of therapy and had been discharged from care), and all identified being stable in their mental health.

Ethical approval for the study was obtained from the University of Toronto Research Ethics Board. This study also followed Indigenous research protocols, including the OCAP

---

3 The term two-spirit is used within some contemporary Indigenous communities to refer to sexual and gender variance, including lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and/or queer (Ristock, Zoccole, & Potskin, 2011, p. 4). In this context, the counselor uses this term to reflect gender variance.
principles (Ownership, Control, Access, and Possession; Schnarch, 2004), which ensure that the community has control over the research process and its own cultural knowledge, and has access to the results. Participants signed a consent form at the outset of the research interview, which stated that participation is voluntary and they may withdraw from the study at any time without consequence. The content of the consent form was also discussed orally. Participants were presented with traditional tobacco in thanks and compensated with a gift card for a bookstore or coffee shop. Participants were also asked to provide a pseudonym for the project to be used when presenting quotes. Data collection consisted of one long interview and one shorter interview to review results.

Measures

The first interview was 1-2 hours in length, was semi-structured, asked open-ended questions, and took place at a private location that was convenient for the participants (typically office spaces at AHT). The first author of this study carried out the interviews. The following interview guide was used with Indigenous counselors and healers:

1. In terms of your male clients, what kinds of wounds (mental, emotional, and spiritual) are left in the wake of sexual traumas?
2. Have you observed any gender differences in your clients who have experienced sexual abuse and trauma? For instance, do the presentations or disclosures differ between men and women in therapy? Any other differences?
3. Are there any Indigenous healing approaches that tend to assist men on their healing journeys following sexual assault? If so, what?
   a. Are there different treatment approaches for male and female clients in this regard?
4. What is unique to the healing needs of Indigenous men? Do we need a unique healing model for addressing men’s needs? Is so, what might this look like?
5. What challenges/barriers do men face in accessing mental health services?
6. What are the needs of men in the community generally? What should happen in mental health or community health to support men’s healing?
7. Is there anything we haven’t discussed that you feel is important to share on this topic?
The following interview guide was used with client survivors of sexualized trauma:

1. What does healing mean for you? What are/were your goals for healing?
2. What has helped you on your healing journey?
3. How has your gender (i.e., being a man) affected your healing journey?
   a. For instance, did you feel comfortable coming in for help/therapy?
   b. Does your social/peer group of men tend to cope with problems in particular ways?
4. What challenges/barriers do men face in accessing mental health services?
5. What are the needs of men in the community generally? What should happen in mental health or community health to support men’s healing?
6. Is there anything we haven’t discussed that you feel is important to share on this topic?

Follow-up interviews lasted approximately 20 minutes and are described in the analysis section.

Analysis

The first interviews were audiotaped and transcribed verbatim. Based on the principles of grounded narrative analysis (Burnell, Hunt, & Coleman, 2009), interview transcripts were analyzed by the first author for narrative “meaning units” (Mishler, 1986) and were reviewed for the following qualities: orientation (introduction of characters in the narrative, context of time and place); structure of storytelling; affect (emotional content, congruence of verbal and nonverbal cues); and integration (meanings of experiences expressed within the context of the larger story). This analysis highlights the importance of context and meaning within qualitative, constructivist research (Burnell et al., 2009). Thematic analysis proceeded using thematic coding (Burnell et al., 2009), which involved searching the data for categories between themes, similarities and differences, and negative case analysis. Following thematic analysis, the second author reviewed transcripts, codes, and the first author’s emergent themes. The themes were further refined through a discussion process between authors.

The authors then created narrative maps (Stewart, 2008) of the preliminary findings for each participant, which were then used to facilitate member checking during second interviews. The narrative maps offered a visual representation of emerging key words and themes from the participant’s first interview as well as a selection of quotations from their interview within each thematic category. During second interviews, participants were asked to comment on the
narrative maps and were given the option to challenge themes or to remove any quotations. Following the verification of themes by participants, both authors began to link emerging ideas and models from this data to existing theory (Henwood & Pidgeon, 2003).

RESULTS

Results from the qualitative interviews presented two major thematic areas:

1. Traumatic Wounds for Men
   a. Colonial History: What is the trauma legacy within which men live?
   b. Sexualized Trauma: What are the mental, emotional, physical, and spiritual impacts?

2. The Counseling Experience
   a. Supports & Barriers: What is it like for men to come into counseling?
   b. Ways of Helping: What are some stories of healing?

Each thematic area contains stories about men’s experiences with sexualized violence and their healing journeys.

Theme One: Traumatic Wounds for Men

The first theme examines the pervasive colonial wounds that continue to impact the mental well-being of Indigenous men and their communities, as well as the proximal wounds of sexualized assault.

Colonial History: What is the trauma legacy within which men live?

Healers and counselors, as well as some clients, spoke directly of the harmful effects of colonization on Indigenous men’s mental health. As with many stories revealed through national reports in Canada, such as the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, several participants shared accounts of sexualized assault against children in residential schools, as well as trauma legacies for entire Indigenous communities spanning several generations, which continue to impact the lived experiences of Indigenous families in present day. Participants discussed the ongoing lack of trust in medical, educational, and religious institutions within communities as a result of systemic racism and cognitive imperialism over generations. One client shared that younger generations in his reserve community experience low self-esteem, loss of identity, and cultural
confusion and that residential schooling taught older generations to believe that “everything Aboriginal is evil” (Standsinwater).

With respect to men’s mental health specifically, participants spoke of the deep colonial wounds to Indigenous men caused by Euro-Western patriarchy. Whereas traditionally, men’s roles in some Anishnawbe cultures were to “take care of the fire,” according to one male counselor (Lynx), to act as caring and compassionate warriors rather than violent or militant warriors, according to one male healer (Charles), to show “great respect for women,” according to one client (Standsinwater), and to be “truthful and share their inner feelings” (Standsinwater), Western society now dictates that men are “not supposed to express those feelings” according to another male healer (Eagle Flies High Man). Indeed, the prevailing message that men now receive, according to one female counselor, is to “just suck it up, and don’t show that you’re sad and don’t show that anything’s wrong. Just keep moving forward and be strong” (Alice). One client emphasized that being “strong” and not showing emotion was considered to be “normal” for men and boys within his family when he was growing up; as a result, he hid his pain from others:

Because we had to be strong, we had to be this way, we don’t cry, all those ‘normal’ things. […] They used to always use the word ‘tough’ all the time in my family, my uncles and stuff like that. I had to be a certain way but yet inside the pain and all the trauma that they were putting on me as a kid. […] I think that men [have] a hard time dealing with feelings. And the honest feelings of what comes with, let’s say, being abused. I didn’t want to be looked at as weak. (Little Thunderbird)

This healer agreed that men are often “locked into this role” where they cannot “express themselves how they want to” (Onenya eks’a’a).

Counselors generally felt that patriarchal norms interrupt men’s ability to heal from sexualized abuse. One female counselor stated, “It’s not part of a Western male narrative to be a victim [or] to be a receiver of sex,” which is considered “feminine” within the Western social construction of gender (Winona). Another female counselor recalled hearing the erroneous statement that “it’s not possible for men to be raped” because men have control over their bodies.
(Alice). She argued that this entrenched belief creates shame and stigma among victims because it teaches them that they “should have been able to stop it” (Alice). As a result, many victims feel that sexualized abuse “happens to women but it doesn’t happen to me” (Simone) and remain silent, according to this female counselor.

**Sexualized Trauma: What are the mental, emotional, physical and spiritual impacts?**

Participants shared stories of mental, emotional, physical, and spiritual wounds that male survivors of sexualized violence carry. Participants spoke primarily of the wound of shame. One female counselor noted that, for men, “it’s embarrassing. The shame and guilt around having been sexually abused in any way […] Sharing is not normalized. Men do, very much, feel that they’re alone in this,” whereas “women’s abuse and trauma is much more open” (Simone). One client stated that men “fear talking” (Cheebaa jing), and counselors stated that men “carry that stigma” about attending therapy (Nick) and that some plan on taking their abuse narrative “to their grave” (Alice). Another counselor noted, “There’s sex shame and then there’s the sexual abuse shame and then, you know, being male and—yeah! I think it’s a big cauldron…no wonder nobody wants to talk about it!” (Simone). One client agreed that the experience of hiding his pain due to fear of stigma greatly impacted his sense of self: “For a very long time that destroyed me, you know? And I was too embarrassed to talk about it with anyone. It really made me feel ‘less than’” (Grey Cloud).

Some counselors noted that men turn to other outlets, such as anger and addiction, to cope with grief and express their pain. Expressing anger over more vulnerable emotions was thought to be more comfortable for contemporary men. One client noted that anger was a safe channel for him to express emotion, as it allowed him to feel protected:

[I was] angry, resentful, bitter—what’s the word?—withdrawn, and put up all these barriers. […] It’s a way of protecting myself. I thought that I ain’t going to be hurt anymore. So I put up this mask. […] But there’s moments that the guard would be down, I’d be crying for no reason. And I wanted healing, but I just didn’t know how to go about the healing. (Grey Cloud)
This client went on to recall that, as a result of having barriers and wearing a mask, he “missed out” on a lot of positive relationships (Grey Cloud). Another female counselor connected anger to addiction for male survivors of abuse:

There’s a lot of justifiable anger in a lot of ways because of the historical traumas and, you know, men may be demonstrating anger in those ways, right? And then you add the addiction piece into it, and then you can have a lot of that sort of outward display of anger and antisocial behavior. (Simone)

Another female healer reported, “It’s easier for men now to admit they may have an addiction issue, but not what’s actually causing the addiction issue” (Onenya eksa’a). These statements suggest that anger and addiction can often be rooted in unresolved trauma.

One male healer suggested that men often live with identity wounds such as “very little self-esteem, very little self-worth, very low acceptance of the whole self” (Eagle Flies High Man). One client explained this experience of having a fractured identity:

I developed, I guess, really strong walls. And I felt like I’d build armor around me and inside. I used to imagine when I was a kid that I had concrete inside me. So that way I wouldn’t feel vulnerable. But I always was raised up with, I guess, the feeling of inadequacy. I’ve never felt whole. (Little Thunderbird)

In terms of physical identity, clients also spoke of hating their bodies; according to one client, his body represented a “hostile place” that “betrayed” him (Jordan). Repairing the relationship to identity and body could therefore be a focus of counseling for some survivors.

Some counselors noted that men have suffered relational wounds and now struggle to form healthy relationships with others, feel a sense of broken trust toward others, and experience issues with attachment, such as co-dependency. One female counselor noted that several of her clients described feeling emotionally disconnected during sexual experiences (Alice). A male counselor suggested that men may continue to engage in “cycles of re-traumatizing” those around them based on what they learned through their abuse experiences (Lynx). A female healer noted that survivors often struggle within challenged relationships.
Many get into a relationship that’s very similar in nature to the things that they’ve gone through or people in their life that have perpetrated those things against them. So that’s why, to me, there’s so much short term relationships, a lot of divorce, a lot of addiction issues, mental health [...] a lot of co-dependency. I think that someone sexually abused as a child learns that’s what love is from a trusting—or supposedly trusting—adult, and they carry that through their life. (Onenya eksa’a)

Other participants echoed the notion that survivors struggle to know how to interact in healthy ways with appropriate boundaries after their experiential learning from past traumatic encounters.

Overall, this theme of trauma highlights various mental, emotional, physical, and spiritual wounds that affect men’s mental health and often drive them to seek counseling as well as the larger colonial wounds that continue to negatively impact communities.

**Theme Two: The Counseling Experience**

This theme considers counseling experiences for men and looks at early therapy experiences as well as stories of healing.

**Supports & Barriers: What is it like for men to come into counseling?**

Participants shared that men do not necessarily self-select to engage in counseling to address sexualized trauma. Some are court mandated to attend counseling due to violent behavior or issues with addiction, and some risk losing work or relationships if they do not attend counseling. Counselors also noted that some male clients have difficulty sharing vulnerable experiences once in therapy. Both counselors and clients acknowledged that men are particularly reluctant to discuss sexualized abuse initially in counseling. One client stated that he had tried to hold a peer-support circle for male survivors in his community but that “nobody came to the circles.” He said, “I know that they don’t want to go and share. [It’s] extremely hard” (Standsinwater). Another client agreed, stating that “sexual abuse is one of the hardest things that I think a man comes to terms with” (Jordan). However, participants noted that, once men disclose their pain in the therapeutic context, it often comes as a significant relief.
To encourage disclosure, counselors suggested easing into difficult topics such as sexualized abuse during therapy. One male counselor noted that men “still find it hard to identify with the issue of trauma and they’re still so very, very sensitive and very cautious and…vulnerable. And you don’t want to chase them back into the closet” (Lynx). Likewise, a healer used the term “ease” to define the pace and sensitivity of counseling so that men can “gently look at some of the things that have gone on and the feelings that are associated with that” (Onenya eksa’a).

Healers and counselors reported that, due to the pervasive silence and stigma around trauma, it is important to normalize men’s experiences of trauma within the context of colonization. One female counselor noted that clients feel relief when they know, “okay, it’s not just me. It’s not just my family,” which “decreases how stigmatized people feel” (Alice). This client agreed: “I’m glad to know other people are in the same boat. I’m not the outsider. I’m not weird. I’m not abnormal” (Jordan).

The following vignette summarizes these early therapy experiences as a client shares his own struggles to enter into the process of therapy as well as his decision to commit to his healing.

**Vignette 1.** I wasn’t even sure why I came here. All I know is that something had to change because I was getting carried away. And I just remember just really…like, just [a] feeling of needing help. And so when I got here, I had a hard time opening up [in the sharing circles]. And I had real trust issues with…anybody. It didn’t matter who they were. I was really quiet and I do remember I’d act out angrily. Like, not to harm anyone, but I would leave really angrily because I heard something that I didn’t want to hear, or somebody brought up abuse issues. And every time I would hear accountability, I’d get really mad because it really bothered me. […] And I used to be that kind of person, like eff the world, eff you, it’s your effing problem. It’s your fault I’m like this. And they always say this: It’s going to be death or prison or a mental institution. And I just didn’t want that kind of life. But [my counselor] really helped me come out of my shell, because I think I kept quiet here for a really long time. I wasn’t sure if I really wanted to quit. I wasn’t even really sure what I wanted. I don’t even know
what I was really actually doing here to be honest, because I would leave here and
I’d start drinking. And I’d come back the next day.

*Interviewer*: *I wonder what kept you coming back?*

Change I think. I believe it has to be change. I know I wanted something different
in my life than just the same old same old. And [my counselor] really helped me a
lot to open up. And there were some key clients that were here that were here
longer than me that helped me to be able to talk about stuff. But I think knowing
some people that…actually, I wasn’t the only one that went through crazy stuff
like that. It really helped me a lot. And I felt really, well…Okay. I can start
talking. (Little Thunderbird)

Here this client shares his challenges in engaging meaningfully in therapy, stating that he
initially had difficulty trusting others and being vulnerable. He shares that ultimately the strong
desire to change his life helped him to push through his silence. He also notes the importance of
building relationships with clients and counselors. Other clients likewise identified that deciding
to engage in healing was itself a lengthy process, due to their difficulty acknowledging and
speaking about their trauma.

**Ways of Helping: What are some stories of healing?**

Participants offered a variety of techniques, suggestions, and stories related to healing
approaches for men who have experienced sexualized abuse. The following examples include
narratives related to psychoeducation around colonization, exploring Indigenous cultural values
and teachings with clients, engaging clients in spiritual healing, addressing isolation and identity
issues, and offering client-centered talk therapy.

Education and teachings were primary tools used by counselors and healers at AHT to
help clients understand how their families and communities have been affected by colonization.
One counselor noted that he would often discuss with his clients how “[Indigenous] thinking has
been invaded in different ways” through colonization with his clients (Lynx). Another counselor
noted that she explores traditional roles for Indigenous men and contrasts them with what
contemporary men are being taught by “talking about what it means to be a man and getting to
the root of some of those messages [to ask], does it fit for you?” (Simone). A third counselor
stated that the “dominant culture currently has a very pathological construct [of masculinity]” (Nick) and engages in conversations related to colonization with clients:

Part of what I’m here to do is just take a magnifying glass on colonization. And how can I have forgiveness, how can I have freedom from hate and resentment, if I don’t understand what’s happened to me? So part of what I see as part of sexual violence is rigid unconscious enforcement of gender roles for men, without any discussion. […] This unconsciousness is a silent form of violence. […] I talk about dominant culture a lot [with survivors]. Part of our recovery is the impact of dominant culture on [survivors]. This might be through residential schools, Sixties Scoop. […] People often feel very freed when they realize it hasn’t always been this way. Five hundred years ago it wasn’t like this. And part of recovery is [deciding] how much you want to participate in [current] roles for men. […] I remind them: This is a consequence of colonization. This gender role is not a traditional role for a man. (Nick)

This counselor leads survivors on a journey of uncovering and exploring their masculinities. Another healer noted, “A warrior is not what you think it is, you know. It’s not a Hollywood version. It’s about a man that can take care of people, family…without being asked to. That’s responsibility” (Charles). This healer went on to describe the importance of exploring Indigenous identity through culture-based talk therapy and Indigenous healing services at AHT. These modalities promote the restoration of traditional roles for men and support the notion that “culture is treatment” (Charles).

Traditional Anishnawbe teachings on identity, the stages of life, and recovery following adversity can offer pathways for healing. Counselors spoke of “filling the void left by abuse with our culture” (Bob), “reconnecting clients with culture in a gentle, positive way” (Alice), sharing teachings about “identity, relationship to the earth, purpose, and journey” (Lynx), and emphasizing personal responsibility in engaging in healing (Eagle Flies High Man). One counselor noted the importance of being proactive in healing, as with any other survival need:
We need to take care of those traumas, healing those traumas. So we don’t cause an individual to become unstable over and over again. [...] It goes right back to how we survived in the bush with my family: we took care of things. If we didn’t cut wood, we’d freeze. If we didn’t carry water, if we didn’t go hunting, we’d starve. So we always took care of things and made sure we were healthy. (Lynx)

Here, this counselor likens his experiences growing up on the land to each individual’s responsibility in his or her own healing.

Counselors also discussed the importance of engagement with cultural rites of passage. In the following vignette, a female counselor shares traditional teachings on rites of passage for men, as well as teachings on male and female equanimity:

Vignette 2. There’s a huge movement now about the revival of rites of passage, especially for men who have experienced any kind of challenges...whether they were adopted away from their homes, whether it was abuse, whether it was institutionalization or incarceration. Rites of passage. Moving through the stages of development into...well, every stage is something that’s loved and cared for. [...] So, whether there’s coming out ceremonies or first hunt or, you know, all the way up... all the way through the life cycle that all these moments of our lives are celebrated, and we can see ourselves as being an important part of society. [...] A lot of these rites of passage—and we talk about men’s teachings—so much are about learning how to be in balance with women, with females. [...] And men’s role is also to hear and listen and to support the, you know, support the feminine. You can’t even have men’s rites of passage without having this understanding. And what’s stunting that true understanding from happening? Patriarchy. [...] Because what is a warrior? They’re about preserving peace and nourishing and caring for and supporting the community, which is made up of men, women, two spirit, children, old, you know. That’s what it’s about. So you can’t have this kind of warrior/men’s teachings outside of that context. And you can’t have that context unless you’ve challenged this patriarchy. (Winona)
In this vignette, the counselor noted the connections among traditional rites of passage, Indigenous gender roles, and relationships within community. Importantly, she noted that contemporary gender norms rooted in patriarchy need to be challenged in order for healing to take place within and between genders. She later shared her views that all counselors (Indigenous and non-Indigenous) have a responsibility in addressing colonial patriarchy with clients in order to promote healing and reconciliation at a societal level.

Other counselors and clients discussed spiritual healing and ceremony as pathways to healing as well as the benefits for men who engage in spiritual practices. “I see the power of men going to ceremonies and men drumming, and men connecting with healers and being by the sweat lodge” (Alice). Another female counselor agreed: “We’ve seen some great healing take place for men who were involved in fire keeping. […] They’ve done the fast, they do the sweat lodge, they do shake tent” (Simone). In fact, some counselors noted that, for male clients who may initially feel reluctant to engage in talk therapy, spiritual practice may be a more ideal entry point. One client also described the role of spirituality in his healing:

Healing to me is healing on the medicine wheel, which includes physically, mentally, spiritually, and emotionally. I smudge daily. I exercise every day. I’ve gone back to my traditional Native dancing. I am getting back to the big drum. […] So I’m going full force in our culture. (Standsinwater)

This client later noted that, through his “spiritual awakening,” he “realized the importance of life—[he] wanted to live it” (Standsinwater). Likewise, another client noted that his “whole path was based around the spiritual, traditional” (Cheeaba jing). A third client felt that his spiritual experiences were central to his healing:

[Spirituality] has changed my life. It gives me hope that I’m not alone. I know a Great Spirit walks beside me. He’ll hold me. He’s basically my rock. [During my abuse] I never felt alone. I’ve always felt comforted by something which I never understood at the time. But I believe it was probably a Great Spirit. (Little Thunderbird)
These passages emphasize the groundedness, connectedness, and sense of secure attachment that spirituality can provide.

One male healer noted that AHT offers a sacred and unique form of healing, the sweat lodge ceremony, where clients can share difficult and painful memories either with a group or in an individual sweat with a healer (Strong Wings). In her interview, Onenya eks’a’a offered a teaching on the power of spiritual healing within the sweat lodge. She noted that individuals entering the lodge experience a “rebirth” in a safe environment, where they can “go to a depth they would never go” in a counseling session and experience an “openness within the sweat lodge to talk about sexual abuse as children and how that’s impacted them.” One client who attended an individual healing session stated that, in the lodge, “you’re able to speak honestly and it’s a safe environment” (Little Thunderbird). He went on to explain that,

When I went into my first sweat, I didn’t want to come out. I wanted to stay in there because I felt from my experience that I got to see myself without dysfunction—if that makes sense—without trauma. And I could see a man that was whole. (Little Thunderbird)

Finally, participants spoke of the importance of engaging in healing in a culturally safe environment where they could reconnect with community and relations and break cycles of isolation and self-silencing as a result of stigma. AHT offers community circles and healing events, such as weekly sweat lodge ceremonies, medicine picking, and seasonal fasting trips, to bring the community together. Counselors spoke of the positive benefits of role modelling at AHT (e.g., exposing male clients to counselors who themselves are survivors) to “demonstrate what it means to be a gentle warrior” (Simone). Another female counselor noted that men benefit from “connection to land and connection to community” as well as forming “healthy relationships with other genders” (Winona). One client agreed that breaking barriers to reconnect with others and speak about trauma is essential to healing:

Developing a support network and being able to believe that I’m not alone…and that’s the very reality of sexual abuse, is the identity and mask of anger, which is very much an ‘alone’ kind of process. (Cheebaa jing)
Disclosing one’s abuse narrative in a safe environment was a central aspect of healing for men who experienced sexualized violence. One male healer stated, “Honestly, one hundred percent, I believe to help the men, we need to get them to talk” (Eagle Flies High Man). Likewise, a male counselor noted, “We’re all one community and we need to heal together” (Lynx).

At a broader level, participants also called for a wider availability of male-centered mental health services. One female counselor noted, “As a society in general, we don’t do a very good job of promoting male help-seeking behavior” (Alice). One client recalled an experience looking for “a shelter for battered men. But I couldn’t find anything. I had to go to a women’s battered shelter…but then had to leave and I was just wandering the streets” (Standsinwater). Other participants called for “sharing circles just for people who identify as male” (Nick), a “male-specific crisis line” (Alice), “a healing lodge for men” (Lynx), and “shelters for men coming out of abusive relationships” (Bob). Interviews typically closed with participants considering initiatives like these to promote positive changes in the mental health community that would support men’s wellness and healing.

**DISCUSSION**

This study identified the legacy of trauma within which Indigenous men live, and the mental, emotional, physical, and spiritual wounds stemming from sexualized trauma for men; summarized barriers to and supports for entering counseling; and explored stories of healing and recovery. This discussion will consider major themes emerging from these findings, including patriarchy as a colonial wound to Indigenous men, sexualized trauma as a psychological trauma (focusing on isolation and shame), and therapy and healing for Indigenous men.

**Patriarchy as a Colonial Wound to Men**

Through policies such as residential schooling and forced adoption, Indigenous peoples have been systemically marginalized and have subsequently experienced cultural loss, chronic stress, and intergenerational trauma. Participants discussed the relationship between family breakdown and inherited grief, as traditional identities were made ‘inferior’ by the dominant culture. According to participants, the de-legitimization of Indigenous men’s gender constructs and assimilation into Euro-Western ways represents a silent form of trauma, as gender roles
appear to individuals as a ‘natural’ part of identity and often go unchallenged. Specifically, participants noted that Anishnawbe constructs of men’s roles typically involved care, compassion, respect for women, and emotional expression. Participants spoke of supporting the feminine and of being “compassionate warrior[s]” (Charles). However, sharing trauma with others stands in contrast to Euro-Western messages about masculinity that enforce self-reliance and restrict emotionality.

The psychological literature suggests that health-promoting and help-seeking behaviors can depend on an individual’s level of agreement with gender norms (Addis & Mahalik, 2003), and the more a man endorses dominant Euro-Western norms of masculinity, such as risk-taking behaviors, competitiveness, and physical dominance, the worse his health outcomes become (Courtenay, 2000). For instance, normative masculinity is associated with higher rates of anxiety, depression, psychological stress, and maladaptive coping patterns in men (Courtenay, 2003). In her study on Mi’kmaq men and masculinity, Getty (2013) identified that male survivors of sexualized assault experienced self-blame and avoided disclosure due to fear of public shaming. She also identified attempting suicide as a reaction to sexualized assault for some of her participants. One individual experienced shame regarding his failure to complete suicide, as he perceived this failure to be a sign of weakness and an indication that he was not masculine.

Indigenous men continue to experience negative health outcomes related to historical and ongoing traumas and abuse, yet, in many cases, they internalize these issues and remain silent in an effort to uphold the dominant culture’s standards of masculinity. Participants in this study spoke of lacking trust in the mainstream helping professions due to colonization of health and education systems. Therefore, multiple barriers to health service access may interfere with help-seeking behaviors for Indigenous men. Building culturally safe counseling clinics where clinicians acknowledge colonial harms and ongoing marginalization, and promote Indigenous cultural knowledges and practices, will begin to address these barriers.

**Sexualized Trauma as Psychological Trauma: Isolation and Shame**

Common among many who have survived sexualized trauma, no matter their cultural background, is an enduring sense of shame related to the experience of victimization (Easton, 2005; Feiring & Taska, 2005). Due to fear of judgment and stigmatization, those experiencing shame often do not disclose abusive events (Courtois, 2012). This shame relates to self-
condemnation and a sense of being defective, with an accompanying need to hide these defects from others (Feiring & Taska, 2005), or stems from having been part of socially denigrated behaviors that are associated with strict taboos. Participants spoke of taking their abuse secrets “to their grave” (Alice), of the damaging effect of shame on one’s sense of self (e.g., “I should have been able to stop it;” Alice), of survivors turning to anger and addiction to cope with pain, and of experiencing relational issues with others as a secondary injury.

While both male and female clients experience similar challenges stemming from experiences of sexualized violence, such as grief, anger, depression, self-blame, and attachment issues (Baima & Feldhousen, 2007; Edwards et al., 2012), participants in this study emphasized particular differences between men’s and women’s experiences. They stated that men receive more cultural messages telling them that they should not be victimized and telling them to be strong, to be tough, not to cry, and not to be weak. This results in more pervasive silence, guilt, and embarrassment when they come into therapy, and creates more barriers to sharing about their experiences in counseling.

Shame is a relational experience: It is created relationally, and, therefore, it is healed relationally. In her groundbreaking text *Trauma and Recovery*, Judith Herman (1992) noted that because the core wounds of psychological trauma are disempowerment and disconnection from others, recovery must occur in the context of relationships. She explains that the counseling relationship can assist to rebuild a sense of trust, identity, and relational intimacy with others and that healing in community can also provide a sense of social solidarity with others who have overcome similar adversities. Herman notes, “Trauma isolates; the group re-creates a sense of belonging. Trauma shames and stigmatizes; the group bears witness and affirms” (1992, p. 214).

In the present study, counselors and healers spoke of assisting survivors to overcome shame by normalizing men’s experiences of victimization, by role modelling recovery through self-disclosure of their own abuse and healing (where relevant), and by encouraging men to heal in community (e.g., through group circles and the sweat lodge, where common experiences are shared). These types of affirmation can help to rebuild relationships between survivors and support systems and to reconnect survivors to others. Participants described their experiences of reconnection through therapy and mental health programs at AHT.
Therapy and Healing

Counselors, healers, and clients described various forms of healing that facilitate recovery from sexualized trauma—specifically, Indigenous ways of healing that promote an understanding of Anishnawbe spiritual views, traditional teachings for navigating life’s challenges, rites of passage to celebrate and mark personal evolution, and healing practices for processing trauma. Participants emphasized the healing benefits of spirituality. One survivor noted that “a Great Spirit walks beside me,” signifying that he was never alone (Little Thunderbird). This statement echoes other literature on mental health and spirituality that positions Creator as a secure attachment relationship from which comfort and reassurance can be drawn during times of hardship (Hill & Pargament, 2008).

Participants also described the importance of decolonizing ways of thinking that keep clients bound to normative views that can undermine a sense of gender autonomy and emotional expression. Decolonizing one’s thinking can promote equitable gender norms and healthy individual and interpersonal functioning (Kirmayer et al., 2007). As described by one counselor, the process of taking a “magnifying glass on colonization” (Nick) and examining the impacts of Euro-Western cultures on gender involves helping clients to discover the freedom to un-fix the fixed gender roles for men that have been passed through Euro-Western scripts as a ‘silent’ form of violence.

In addition, traditional teachings that promote “culture as treatment” (Charles) offer important lessons on healthy identity construction (Aboriginal Healing Foundation, 2010). Across most interviews, participants were in agreement that men can thrive in their recovery when engaging in culture and spirituality, including sweat lodge and shake tent ceremonies, fire keeping, chopping wood, drumming, spending time in nature, fasting, and smudging, all of which promote a sense of pride around Indigenous identity.

In summary, participants shared that healing in an Anishnawbe view emphasizes spirituality, de-colonization, and self-determination. It also promotes a sense of pride in one’s identity, embodies both feminine and masculine values, and encourages holistic self-healing (mental, emotional, physical, and spiritual aspects).

These findings regarding the mental health benefits of connecting with nature and spirituality are consistent with other literature on the topic of well-being generally (Baetz & Toews, 2009; Louv, 2005) and Indigenous healing specifically (Aboriginal Healing Foundation,
Spirit-based medicines have always been integral to Indigenous healing, as spirituality offers a sense of meaning and purpose in life, encouragement to accept challenges, and pathways to transcend ego boundaries and connect with all creation. Spirituality has been associated with health promotion and positive lifestyles (Baetz & Toews, 2009) and connection with nature allows for personal restoration amongst the soothing tranquility of the outdoors (Louv, 2005). These healing modalities offer directions for achieving mental wellness and connection in an Indigenous context, and specific guidance for men healing from sexualized violence who may be experiencing disconnection.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In this study’s exploration of gender constructs and the healing needs of Indigenous men recovering from sexualized abuse, we sought to contribute to trauma and cultural psychology research. We explored how norms of hegemonic masculinity are implicated in Indigenous men’s contact with health services and how Anishnawbe healing practices may bring about healing for men. By examining the unique healing needs of Indigenous men, as well as the cultural offerings at AHT, this project sought to identify adaptive helping tools for clients who use these services (Addis & Mahalik, 2003) and inform Indigenous mental health service delivery. Because health services operate within social, political, and cultural contexts (Verde & Li, 2003), Indigenous culture-based services should be intentionally designed to recognize gender and racism as social determinants of health (Numer, 2009).

Few studies examine sexualized violence against Indigenous women and even fewer examine sexualized violence among Indigenous men in Canada; more research in this area has been called for (Devries, Free, Morison, & Saewyc, 2009). Participants suggested that more male-specific healing groups be formed to raise awareness of and to normalize the existence of sexualized violence against men, as well as to promote healing for men. Future intervention research could evaluate the effectiveness of such programs. Other studies may consider the differing needs of gay, two-spirit, and heterosexual service users, as an examination of these trends was beyond the scope of this study. In this sense, future studies may consider the interplay of heterosexual versus non-heterosexual status, degree of compliance with hegemonic roles, and mental health outcomes for Indigenous men.
All counselors working with Indigenous clients must educate themselves on colonial history and the unique regional histories of their clients’ communities in order to become culturally safe clinicians (Reeves & Stewart, 2014). As one counselor in this study noted, collective trauma amongst Indigenous peoples should be met with a collective response at a societal level. Those in the field of psychology can adopt a social justice framework in their clinical work to promote respectful and collaborative relationships with clients in order to provide effective mental health treatments. Anti-oppressive psychology practice in this context involves challenging the patriarchy that harms all men and women in Canada, as well as engaging in reconciliation efforts with Indigenous communities outside of the clinical office. This could involve advocacy for Indigenous communities in dominant culture spaces and joining political efforts geared toward reconciliation and equality. At psychology conferences and gatherings, culturally safe psychologists can acknowledge and validate colonial traumas and support collective recovery using culture-based and trauma-informed treatments.
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RESIDENTIAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT FOR URBAN AMERICAN INDIANS AND ALASKA NATIVES

PART I: SERVICES AND STAFF

Bentson H. McFarland, MD, PhD; R. Dale Walker, MD; and Patricia Silk-Walker, PhD

Abstract: Although residential substance abuse treatment is utilized extensively by urban American Indians and Alaska Natives (AI/ANs), there are few detailed descriptions of this care. This study delineated services provided by and interviewed staff working at residential programs designed for chemically dependent urban AI/ANs. Study agencies were compared to national data from residential programs serving general population clients. Study agencies delivered arrays of services substantially broader than those provided by general population programs. As well as culturally specific programs tailored for AI/ANs plus so-called “mainstream” substance abuse treatments, study facilities provided numerous ancillary services, such as care for clients’ children.

INTRODUCTION

Substance misuse is a major component of health disparities for urban American Indians and Alaska Natives (AI/ANs; Castor et al., 2006; Johnson, Bartgis, Worley, Hellman, & Burkhart, 2010; Urban Indian Health Institute [UIHI], Seattle Indian Health Board [SIHB], 2011). For example, during the 1990s, alcohol-related death rates were 28 per 100,000 among AI/ANs in 34 metropolitan areas, versus 10 for the general population (Castor et al., 2006). UIHI and SIHB (2011) examined health conditions related to alcohol among people living in 34 metropolitan areas during the late 2000s and found that 20% of AI/AN adults reported binge drinking in the previous month, versus 16% for all races. Similarly, the AI/AN annual liver cirrhosis death rate in these urban areas was 22 per 100,000, versus an all-races rate of 9 (UIHI, SIHB, 2011).
These findings reflect health disparities related to chemical dependency problems experienced by AI/ANs nationwide (Beauvais, 1998; Frank, Moore, & Ames, 2000; Gray & Nye, 2001; Greenfield & Venner, 2012; Spicer, 2001; Wright et al., 2011). For example, looking at both urban and rural areas, Castor et al. (2006) found annual alcohol-related death rates of 27 per 100,000 for AI/ANs nationally, versus 7 for the general population. Thus, treatment intended to help people with chemical dependency is especially important for urban AI/ANs (Dickerson, Brown, Johnson, Schweigman, & D’Amico, 2016). More recently, the Urban Indian Health Program (a component of the Indian Health Service) reported to Congress that “alcohol-induced death rates are 2.8 times greater for urban AI/AN people than all races in urban areas” (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2015, p. 8).

Agencies providing substance treatment services for urban AI/ANs face a dilemma. As Hartmann and Gone (2012) noted, “On one hand, many of these (urban) agencies wish to provide both standard Western and traditional healing services, but on the other hand, they lack concrete guidance for the design and integration of such services” (p. 543). Moreover, Legha et al. (2014) pointed out that chemical dependency treatment programs for AI/ANs must deal with “pressure to use Evidence-Based Treatments (EBTs)” (p. 7). However, in a recent survey of chiefly rural substance abuse treatment programs for AI/ANs, Novins et al. (2016) found that “only two of the commonly implemented psychosocial EBTs (Motivational Interviewing and Relapse Prevention Therapy) were endorsed as culturally appropriate by a majority of programs that had implemented them” (p. 214).

Consequently, “the fundamental challenge becomes how to accommodate substantive cultural divergences in psychosocial experience using narrowly prescriptive clinical practices and approaches without trivializing either professional knowledge or cultural difference” (Gone, 2015, p. 139). Indeed, as stated by Moghaddam and Momper (2011), “providing effective substance user treatment that incorporates both Western and traditional Native healing is challenging” (p. 1431).

And, adding to the challenges, “detailed descriptions of approaches for making traditional healing available for urban AI communities do not exist in the literature” (Hartmann & Gone, 2012, p. 542). Consequently, Hartmann and Gone (2012) noted that these information deficiencies “invite the development of urban-specific guidelines for making traditional healing available for these AI populations” (p. 543).
In addition to lack of information about services, few (if any) data are available about staff members at substance abuse treatment programs designed for urban AI/ANs. National substance abuse treatment workforce survey participants described substantial concerns, including staff recruitment and retention (Ryan, Murphy, & Krom, 2012). But there appear to be no comparable data pertaining to providers of chemical dependency services for urban AI/ANs. And, speaking about treatment providers in general, the authors of the national Action Plan for Behavioral Health Workforce Development noted “the paucity of available data about workforce characteristics” (Hoge et al., 2009, p. 885).

This project addressed these issues by obtaining data on services and staff at substance abuse treatment programs designed for urban AI/ANs.

When examining specialty substance abuse treatment services, it is helpful to distinguish between residential versus outpatient care. By definition, residential clients spend nights at a treatment facility, whereas outpatient clients do not (Reif et al., 2014). Residential substance abuse treatment is a key service setting for AI/ANs (McFarland, Gabriel, Bigelow, & Walker, 2006), especially for those who live in urban areas. For example, the nationwide 2012 Treatment Episode Data Set compiled by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (as analyzed by the authors) showed that residential care accounted for 27% of some 31,729 chemical dependency admissions for AI/AN clients served by either outpatient or nonhospital inpatient (i.e., residential) rehabilitation programs. Conversely, for non-Natives, residential care represented only 22% of 1,296,650 rehabilitation admissions. And in urban areas, residential treatment accounted for 28% of AI/AN chemical dependency rehabilitation admissions, versus only 24% for non-Natives.

It should be noted that AI/AN residential admissions in urban areas need not be to programs that focus on this population. Indeed, the (admittedly limited) California data on program characteristics reported by Evans, Spear, Huang, and Hser (2006) suggest that most AI/AN substance abuse treatment admissions are to agencies designed to serve the general population.

Along these lines, in a review examining effectiveness of residential services, Reif et al. (2014) stated that “implementing effective and culturally responsive care is essential,” recommended that researchers “analyze the role of culture-specific approaches,” and suggested that “studies should examine the components of residential treatment that might relate to
effectiveness, such as types of clinical staff” (p. 310). To facilitate such an examination, it is helpful to distinguish Indigenous/traditional (Gone, 2012) culturally specific healing approaches (see Wright et al., 2011, for examples) from what might be called mainstream (Moore, Arons, Davis, & Novins, 2015) or conventional substance abuse treatment services (such as cognitive-behavioral therapy) as described by the National Institute on Drug Abuse (2012). It is also useful to differentiate staff members who deliver culturally specific services from providers of conventional substance abuse treatment (such as licensed chemical dependency counselors).

Studies have addressed the value of traditional healing activities (such as sweat lodges) for urban AI/ANs with substance abuse problems. Edwards (2003) asked clients of an AI/AN residential treatment program in San Francisco to list transformational experiences and found that traditional values were mentioned frequently. Moghaddam and Momper (2011) reported that providers at an urban AI/AN outpatient substance abuse treatment program emphasized the importance of traditional activities for healing. And in their qualitative work with both urban and reservation providers, Legha and Novins (2012) found that clinicians often mentioned ceremonies and rituals as key aspects of treatment for AI/ANs with substance abuse problems. Dickerson et al. (2012) reported similar findings. Unfortunately, data about programs aimed at urban AI/ANs are limited because national information systems that describe substance abuse treatment do not identify culturally specific services and no longer describe client race or ethnicity (McFarland et al., 2006).

Indeed, very few data are available about the services delivered at, or the providers of, residential substance abuse care for urban AI/ANs. There have been reports on AI/AN clients of urban residential substance abuse treatment programs, including those in Anchorage (Hesselbrock, Segal, & Hesselbrock, 2000; Parks, Hesselbrock, Hesselbrock, & Segal, 2001), Los Angeles (Spear, Crèvecœur, Rawson, & Clark, 2007), Phoenix (Chong & Lopez, 2005, 2007), and the San Francisco Bay Area (Edwards, 2003; Nebelkopf & King, 2003; Nebelkopf & Penagos, 2005; Saylors, 2003; Wright et al., 2011). Rieckmann et al. (2012) described AI/AN clients of an urban treatment center that included a residential program. Saylors (2003) described services provided to AI/AN clients of residential programs in Oakland and San Francisco. And Wright et al. (2011) discussed services (especially traditional healing programs) for outpatient and residential clients of an agency in Oakland that focuses on AI/ANs.
However, there have been few (if any) comparisons of services and staff between agencies focusing on AI/ANs and mainstream treatment programs. Dickerson et al. (2011) and Evans et al. (2006) compared outcomes for AI/ANs versus non-Natives who received substance abuse treatment in California. But concerns have been raised about loss to follow up in the California studies (Greenfield & Venner, 2012) which, in any event, did not address traditional healing services or staff composition. Indeed, Evans et al. (2006) called for investigation of culturally specific components of treatment. And Novins et al. (2011) stated that “there are no reliable surveillance data regarding the nature and scope of substance abuse services for AI/ANs” (p. 4). Similarly, Wright et al. (2011) emphasized that “research must address appropriate cultural practices among this population (urban AI/ANs obtaining treatment for substance misuse)” (p. 1428). Put differently, a key question is: How can residential treatment agencies serving urban AI/ANs deliver both traditional and what has been called “comprehensive” (Ducharme, Mello, Roman, Knudsen, & Johnson, 2007) care?

Therefore, the purposes of this project were to 1) describe two residential substance abuse treatment programs focused on urban AI/ANs, 2) discuss the services delivered by the agencies, 3) delineate the providers of care, and 4) compare the study facilities with information from general population programs. The hypotheses to be tested were: 1) the AI/AN agencies would provide more varied mixtures of services than mainstream urban residential treatment programs, and 2) study agency staff would be more heterogeneous than those in conventional facilities. In addition, this study provides background for findings on treatment costs, which are presented in a companion paper (“Residential substance abuse treatment for urban American Indians and Alaska Natives Part II: Costs,” in this issue).

METHODS

Selection of Study Sites

Agencies to be studied were selected based on the following criteria: 1) chiefly serving urban AI/ANs, 2) providing residential substance abuse treatment, and 3) offering short-term and/or long-term residential programs. In this context, “urban” refers to metropolitan areas (also known as Core Based Statistical Areas; i.e., cities), as defined by the U.S. Census Bureau. Residential substance abuse treatment, as defined by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Services Administration (SAMHSA, 2007), is a nonhospital, nondetoxification rehabilitation program whose clients stay overnight at the facility. Short-term programs typically have 30-day (or less) planned lengths of stay, according to SAMHSA, whereas long-term programs have planned lengths of stay greater than 30 days. Given resource constraints, the sample was limited to two study agencies. Data were obtained for study years 2006 through 2008.

Locations

The project took place in two cities in the western U.S. that had populations of approximately 500,000 (within metropolitan areas of roughly 1 to 2 million each, and state populations of 3 million and 7 million, respectively). As shown in Table 1, AI/ANs comprised approximately 1% of each study city’s population. Table 1 also shows that fewer than two thirds of the AI/ANs were employed and approximately one quarter were below the poverty level. Moreover, AI/AN per capita personal incomes were less than $20,000 annually (compared with some $40,000 annually in the general population). Substance abuse treatment admissions were frequent for AI/ANs in the study cities—roughly 20 per 100 population (vs. 3 per 100 in the general population). Residential (vs. outpatient) treatment was provided for 24% of AI/AN admissions, compared with 12% of the general population admissions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>American Indian and Alaska Native (AI/AN) Populations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>5,418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 18 and over</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school or more</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below poverty level</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per capita income</td>
<td>$14,788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substance abuse treatment admits per hundred</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential substance abuse treatment</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Census 2000 (U.S. Bureau of the Census); Treatment Episode Data Set for 2000 (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration)
Overview of Study Agencies

The two study agencies largely serve urban AI/ANs, are closely connected with general medical care, provide numerous treatment modalities for individuals with substance abuse problems, and include culturally specific services. While the focus is AI/ANs, the agencies provide services to all racial and ethnic groups. Both agencies are private not-for-profit entities founded in 1970, and both are funded by numerous entities, including the Indian Health Service (IHS) and Medicaid.

Agency A Overview

According to its website, the mission of Agency A is “to provide education, physical and mental health services, and substance abuse treatment that are culturally appropriate to AI/ANs and other vulnerable people.” The agency’s vision “is to achieve the highest level of physical, mental, and spiritual well-being for (AI/AN) people.”

In 1970, a group of AI/AN men recovering from substance abuse established Agency A as an all-male residential treatment center for clients with alcohol and drug problems. They wrote a grant to provide AI/AN treatment services and purchased a large house in City A, now known to the community as Totem Lodge, which was the original home of the residential treatment program. Eventually Agency A also established a women’s treatment center in City A. The men’s program remained at Totem Lodge. In 1989 Agency A established a family treatment program using a cultural approach to the Alcoholics Anonymous (A.A.) and Narcotics Anonymous (N.A.) 12 steps. The residential program moved to its current location on the outskirts of City A in 1994.

Agency A now serves both genders and operates a residential family substance abuse treatment program, an outpatient chemical dependency treatment program, and a primary health care clinic that provides physical examinations, prenatal care, immunizations, women's health care, nutritional counseling, sexually transmitted disease diagnosis and treatment, family planning, well-baby checks, and mental health services. Note that for both study Agency A and for study Agency B substance abuse treatment is another term for chemical dependency treatment.

The health clinic emphasizes early intervention services in pediatrics, women’s health, and mental health services. The Agency A outpatient treatment center provides outpatient...
substance abuse treatment, relapse prevention counseling, a “parents as teachers” program, and community outreach linking clients with resources for housing, transportation, child care, and other social services. The health clinic and outpatient programs serve the five counties of the City A metropolitan area. Agency A depends on Medicaid for approximately half of its revenue, with IHS providing the remainder.

Agency A also operates a family wellness program (a culturally based service designed to give support to parents, grandparents, aunts, and uncles in their roles as caregivers of children). Agency A has several grant-funded programs such as tobacco cessation and wraparound services. These projects are located at three different facilities in City A.

Agency B Overview

Summarizing its website, Agency B is a private not-for-profit multiservice community health center chartered in 1970 to serve the health care needs of AI/ANs living in the greater City B region. The agency is governed by a 15-member board of directors, at least 51% of whom are of AI/AN heritage. The mission of Agency B is to assist AI/ANs in achieving the highest possible physical, mental, emotional, social, and spiritual well-being through the provision of culturally appropriate services and to advocate for AI/AN people, especially the most vulnerable members of the community.

Services at Agency B are divided into four functional areas: 1) physical health, which operates the medical, dental, laboratory, pharmacy, and nutrition programs; 2) community and behavioral health, which operates community education, case management, outpatient mental health, and outpatient substance abuse treatment programs; 3) the residential treatment center, which is a chemical dependency facility for both adults and adolescents; and 4) drug and alcohol prevention programs, which have included the Healthy Nations project (sponsored by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation). Special programs are available for adolescents and for people with HIV/AIDS.

In addition to substance abuse treatment, Agency B offers primary medical care; general practice dental care; mental health services; domestic violence services; traditional health liaison services; Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) programs; nutrition services; laboratory services; and pharmacy services. Agency B is nationally accredited and licensed through the state. Services are provided at an outpatient substance abuse treatment clinic near the administrative
building, at the clinical center across the street from the administrative building, and at the residential treatment center.

The Agency B residential treatment center is the largest treatment center in the nation focusing on urban AI/ANs. It was established in 1973 as a recovery house with a loosely knit treatment program, which became more formalized over time. The residential treatment center moved to its current location in 1986 when Agency B purchased the property, which consists of several cottages that provide housing for residents, a cafeteria, and medical services situated on four acres in a quiet residential area of City B.

**Quantitative Measures**

Agency staff members were asked to complete a questionnaire regarding demographics, education, and professional certification. The instrument included the Transcultural Self-efficacy Scale (described below). In addition, AI/AN staff members were asked to complete the Adult Biographical Questionnaire (described subsequently). Only one staff member at each agency declined to complete the surveys. Thus, the staff response rates were 97% at both Agency A and Agency B.

**Transcultural Self-efficacy Scale (TSET)**

This instrument is designed to measure health care providers’ comfort and confidence in working with individuals from many cultures. The questionnaire was developed and validated chiefly with nursing students. Sample prompts and items include “Rate your degree of confidence or certainty for each of the following interview topics. Please use the scale below and mark your response accordingly”

- …Interview clients of different cultural backgrounds about
  - …meaning of nonverbal behaviors
  - …folk medicine tradition & use.

  and “Please rate YOUR degree of confidence or certainty for each of the following items. Use the scale below and mark your response accordingly”

- …Among clients of different cultural backgrounds you are AWARE OF
  - …traditional caring behaviors
  - …comfort and discomfort when entering a culturally different world?”
Responses range from 1 (not confident) through 10 (totally confident). The scale has several factors, such as “recognition,” which explained 36% of variance, and “kinship and social,” which explained 8% of variance (Jeffreys & Smodlaka, 1998). The questionnaire has good test-retest reliability, with subscales showing correlations of .63 to .75 for measures completed at an interval of 2 weeks (Jeffreys, 2000). A test of known groups validity was also favorable in that advanced nursing students showed higher scores than novices. There are three subscales addressing cognitive, practical, and affective aspects of self-efficacy. Advanced nursing student subscale scores averaged 7 through 8 (Jeffreys & Smodlaka, 1999). Among staff participants at the study agencies, the subscales were highly reliable, with Chronbach’s alpha scores of 0.97, 0.99, and 0.95 for cognitive, practical, and affective, respectively.

**Adult Biographical Questionnaire (ABQ)**

This instrument collects extensive cultural information and includes the Orthogonal Cultural Identification Scale (Oetting & Beauvais, 1990-1991). Owing to missing data on items pertaining to family activities or children, this project used a 4-item version of the scale. These items pertained to personal ethnic identity (How do you see yourself? / What is your ethnic identity?), family tradition (How many of these special activities or traditions does your family have that are based on American Indian culture?), ways family lives by (Does your family live by or follow the American Indian way of life?), and personal (Do you live by or follow the American Indian way of life?). Response options range from 0 (not at all) through 3 (all or nearly all). These 4 items showed excellent reliability, with Cronbach’s alpha exceeding 0.76 for 21 AI/AN staff respondents. As with the original scale (Oetting & Beauvais, 1990-1991), total scores greater than 7 were considered evidence of “high” American Indian cultural identification.

**National Comparison Data**

National data sets were used to provide comparisons. This information was accessed online via the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Data Archive, then at the Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research maintained by the University of Michigan. For the national data sets, “urban” admissions, discharges, and agencies, respectively, were defined as those within Core Based Statistical Areas.

The SAMHSA-supported Treatment Episode Data Set (TEDS) compiles information about admissions to and discharges from virtually all publicly funded substance abuse treatment programs in the U.S. (Albrecht, Lindsay, & Terplan, 2011; Mutter, Ali, Smith, & Strashny, 2015;
Stahler, Mennis, & Ducette, 2016; Terplan, Smith, Kozloski, & Pollack, 2010). Both study agencies provide data to this system. Consequently, variables in the national data (such as a client’s primary substance of abuse) match variables describing the study agencies. The unit of analysis is generally the admission (or the discharge), so that a given person may be represented more than once.

Data were examined pertaining to discharges during 2006 of AI/ANs from residential rehabilitation programs located in Core Based Statistical Areas. There were 2,075 discharges from short-term programs and 2,668 discharges from long-term programs.

Another data set provided by SAMHSA is the National Survey of Substance Abuse Treatment Services (NSSATS). This mail, telephone, and Internet survey encompasses the overwhelming majority of publicly funded chemical dependency treatment agencies (with a response rate above 95%). Both study agencies contribute data to this system. Therefore, variables in the national data (such as numbers of admissions) match data describing the study agencies. Data from the survey are used to populate the online Substance Abuse Treatment Facility Locator. The survey includes a checklist where respondents indicate which services are provided by their agencies. In addition, the survey asks respondents about numbers of admissions, current census, and numbers of residential treatment beds. However, client demographic data (such as race and ethnicity) are not included. Data from the 2006 survey were obtained pertaining to 3,539 agencies in Core Based Statistical Areas that offered either short- or long-term residential (nonhospital) treatment services. For convenience, agencies responding to the national survey will be referred to as “mainstream” programs.

Nationwide staff data were obtained from an older project supported by SAMHSA. The Alcohol and Drug Services Study (ADSS) was a national examination of publicly funded substance abuse treatment agencies conducted from 1996 through 1999 (Reif, Horgan, & Ritter, 2011; Woodward, Das, Raskin, & Morgan-Lopez, 2006; Woodward, Raskin, & Blacklow, 2008). Briefly, the study included a stratified random sample of substance abuse treatment agencies (with a response rate of 91%). Analyses focused on the “nonhospital residential-only” stratum. There were 366 urban nonhospital residential-only programs whose census on the survey date averaged 27 clients (with median of 24). Facility administrators responding to “phase one” telephone interviews in 1996 provided information about the agency (such as number of clients in residence on the survey date) and about staff members, including numbers of
employees, education, and credentials. These responses appear to be the most recent nationally representative data about urban residential treatment center staff. A more recent substance abuse treatment workforce survey (Ryan et al., 2012) did not distinguish between outpatient and residential facilities. Also, variables in the ADSS project that describe program staff correspond approximately to educational backgrounds, credentials, and job titles of staff at the study agencies. The national ADSS data pertaining to full-time staff were analyzed using the facility “phase one” final sampling weight.

Procedures

Both qualitative and quantitative approaches were employed to describe services and staff at the study agencies. Study agencies were selected to represent programs focusing on urban AI/ANs. The researchers had worked for several years with staff at both study agencies. The work was motivated in part by concerns at both study agencies regarding requests by payors for documentation of service provision. Building on study agency concerns regarding documentation of service provision, the researchers approached study agency leaders to suggest the project.

The project began with extensive discussions between agency staff (including senior leaders) and members of the research team, leading to agreement on the study protocol.

In addition, the meetings served to introduce the project to agency staff members. Each agency hired a Native researcher (a masters-level individual who had years of experience collecting quantitative data from publicly funded substance abuse treatment programs) who facilitated quantitative data acquisition. In addition, the directors of the study agencies served as consultants to the project. Additional qualitative information came from agency websites and documents. State substance abuse agency data in both study states were also reviewed.

Qualitative approaches were then employed to obtain detailed descriptions of services provided by the study agencies. The work involved triangulation, defined by Cohen and Crabtree (2008) as “using multiple data sources in an investigation to produce understanding” (p. 334). Information collected via qualitative means included referral sources, histories of the two agencies, treatment practices, counselor activities, treatment staff, employee evaluation procedures, and residential funding. The Native researcher interviewed staff members at the residential treatment program to collect this information. Table 2 shows the training and experience of the interviewees.
Table 2
Substance Abuse Treatment Staff Interviewees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Agency A</th>
<th>Agency B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treatment director</td>
<td>46 / m / Am/Ind</td>
<td>56 / m / white</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>College / CADC-II</td>
<td>College / CDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical supervisor</td>
<td>57 / f / Am/Ind</td>
<td>62 / f / white</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>College / CADC-II</td>
<td>BA / CADC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counselor</td>
<td>49 / f / Am/Ind</td>
<td>37 / f / Am/Ind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BS / CADC-II</td>
<td>BA / CDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counselor</td>
<td>49 / f / Am/Ind</td>
<td>65 / f / Am/Ind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>College / CADC-I</td>
<td>NA / CDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural advisor</td>
<td>65 / m / Am/Ind</td>
<td>57 / m / Am/Ind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>BA / NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Demographics = age / gender / race  
Training = education / certification  
Experience = years in field / years with agency  

BA = Bachelor of Arts  
BS = Bachelor of Science  
College = some college education  
CADC = certified alcohol and drug counselor  
CDP = chemical dependency professional  
NA = not applicable / not available

The Native qualitative researcher visited the Agency A residential treatment center on July 19-20, 2006. The researcher interviewed the treatment director, the clinical supervisor, and two AI/AN counselors; attended two treatment groups, one on grief and the second on alcohol and drug education; and conducted additional interviews with the cultural director and the early childhood education program director.

The Native qualitative researcher visited the Agency B residential treatment center on July 27-28, 2006. The researcher interviewed the treatment director, the clinical supervisor, two AI/AN counselors, and the cultural teacher; attended an alcohol education group; and visited the outpatient treatment facility to talk with a longtime counselor.

The authors reviewed notes (including quotations) compiled by the qualitative researcher. Themes were identified from the notes (Marshall & Rossman, 2015; Perakyla & Ruusuvuori, 2011). The qualitative data were then summarized according to the themes.

The investigators conducted multiple regression analyses with TSET scores as dependent variables using site, age, gender, race, and counselor status as predictors.
The researchers also conducted multiple regression analyses using AI/AN staff members’ Orthogonal Cultural Identification Scale scores as dependent variable with age and gender as predictors.

Study years were 2004 through 2010. The project was approved and overseen by the Oregon Health & Science University Institutional Review Board. Data analysis used SPSS version 20.

RESULTS

It will be helpful to understand the flow of clients to and through the study agencies. Therefore, the following sections describe study agency referral sources, intake procedures, arrays of outpatient and residential services available, and client treatment schedules. Detailed descriptions of residential services are then provided. The last sub-section describes characteristics of residential staff.

Referral Sources for Residential Substance Abuse Treatment

Both agencies served members of numerous tribes and, as shown in Table 3, received referrals from several sources (including self or family, reservations, courts, welfare agencies, and detoxification programs). Sources for Agency A referrals included tribes, county and state facilities, the justice and court systems, family members, caregivers, tribal members acting individually (rather than for the tribe as a whole) for themselves and-or their families, and private individuals. In addition, clients were referred by human services agencies (especially a family involvement team), tribes (often at the tribal government level), a detoxification center, hospitals, and other treatment programs, including Agency A’s outpatient component.

Every county in State B has its own assessment center which refers people to treatment. Referrals to Agency B also came from legal systems, hospitals (including Veterans Affairs), outreach programs at community locations (for example, at cultural events), family members, and self-referral. The Agency B residential treatment center also worked with tribes (both within and out of state) who referred clients. Agency B was one of the few treatment programs in the state serving people with co-occurring disorders.
Table 3
Urban Substance Abuse Treatment Processes and Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Referral sources</th>
<th>United States a</th>
<th>Agency A</th>
<th>Agency B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservation</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courts</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welfare</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detoxification programs</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake procedures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASAM patient placement criteria b</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detoxification</td>
<td>Offsite</td>
<td>Offsite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outpatient program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groups</td>
<td>4 / week</td>
<td>3 / week</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>4-8 hrs / month</td>
<td>1 hr / month</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drunk driving rehabilitation</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>54 adult beds</td>
<td>76 adult beds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupancy</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>72-86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackout period</td>
<td>7 days</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential treatment components</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual therapy</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addiction physiology</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group therapy</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge planning</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relapse prevention</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-help groups</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life skills</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aftercare</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family stabilization</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing assistance</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's groups</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job readiness</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental health services</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Offsite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified twelve step</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivational enhancement</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sobriety coping</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive behavioral</td>
<td></td>
<td>Starting c</td>
<td>Starting c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

continued on next page
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>United States</th>
<th>Agency A</th>
<th>Agency B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Culture-specific services in residential programs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment work book</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talking circle</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native crafts</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweat lodge</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Offsite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flute playing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drumming</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire ceremony</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beds for clients’ children</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adolescents accepted</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) National Survey of Substance Abuse Treatment Services 2006 urban residential facilities. \(^b\) ASAM = American Society of Addiction Medicine. \(^c\) as of 2002.

Assessment, Triage, and Residential Intake Procedures

Agency A has never advertised its services, although it does have a website. People telephoned the Agency A residential center for information, and the intake team sent an intake packet. Once the intake, including a physical examination and tuberculosis (TB) test, was completed, a client could be admitted.

During the study years, a client referred to Agency A was assessed at the agency’s outpatient facility utilizing the American Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM, 2001) patient placement criteria, as required by the state. Based on the assessment, clients were typically referred to Agency A’s outpatient program or, in more severe cases of addiction, to Agency A’s residential facility. From residential treatment, clients moved to Agency A’s outpatient follow up and aftercare services.

No records were kept regarding the numbers and sources of referrals, but Agency A intake files remained open for 6 months. If a client had not enrolled in the program within 6 months, the file was destroyed. The Agency A residential program was not able to admit someone with a violent background as determined by self-report or by information from the referral source (such as the criminal justice system) because of the presence of women and children in the facility.

Clients arriving at the Agency A residential center went to the admissions office, where their bags were checked for contraband, and they were given needed paperwork and release
forms. They were then connected with a counselor or peer leader who gave them a tour of the facility and introduced them to other clients and staff. They then went for a medical intake. During the first two days, clients rested, became acquainted with their schedules, and began group sessions addressing topics such as the physiology of addiction, family issues, the 12 steps, and relapse prevention. Clients had their initial meeting with their counselors during the first day or two. Clients were under a "blackout" for the first seven days, allowed no visitors or trips to attend outside A.A. meetings, and not able to attend sweat lodge ceremonies.

Individuals presenting at Agency B were evaluated by clinicians using the ASAM patient placement criteria, as required by the state. Treatment options included detoxification (almost always provided at an offsite facility), residential care, and an outpatient program at the clinic. On average, clients addicted to drugs other than heroin remained in the detoxification facility for 24-48 hours. Clients addicted to heroin typically stayed in detoxification for a week or more.

Clients arriving for Agency B residential treatment underwent an intake interview at the reception area where they were given registration forms, case management forms, and a consent-to-treatment form; they also read and signed the rules of the center. Clients then went to the medical building for a brief medical history and physical examination. From the medical building, they were taken to their cottage where the residential assistant welcomed them. The residential assistant went over the rules and expectations and gave the clients their daily schedules. Clients saw a counselor for a one-on-one session within 24-48 hours of arrival. In the meantime, clients started attending group sessions, such as a morning men's or women's group, followed by an education group dealing with the physiology of addiction, family issues, the 12 steps, and relapse prevention.

The first session with the Agency B counselor was devoted to an interview in which the counselor asked about addiction history, number of times in treatment, and mental health history. The counselor kept a written document of all sessions. During the initial session, the counselor determined the client's motivational level and, in consultation with the client, devised an individualized treatment plan. Thereafter, clients generally had weekly one-on-one sessions with their counselors.
Substance Abuse Treatment Services at the Study Agencies

Reviews of the agencies’ websites and documents, as well as discussions with staff, indicated that both study agencies provided several mainstream services (as well as numerous ancillary or wraparound programs), including individual and group therapy, substance abuse education (incorporating addiction physiology), relapse prevention, discharge planning, case management, self-help groups, life skills and social skills training, sobriety coping instruction, aftercare counseling, family counseling and stabilization training, social services, housing assistance, peer support, general health education, special groups for men and women, transportation assistance, job readiness preparation, employment assistance, mental health care, and domestic violence programs for women (Table 3). Both agencies facilitated self-help programs, including A.A. and N.A. The agencies had residential and outpatient programs but referred clients to offsite detoxification facilities. Both programs provided mental health care but Agency B did so offsite.

As shown in Table 3, the agencies also offered comprehensive, culturally specific treatment programs, chiefly via groups; including a sweat lodge (described below). In addition, the agencies had adapted for AI/ANs and incorporated into their treatment programs standardized therapies, including Motivational Enhancement and cognitive-behavioral treatment.

The Agency A substance abuse program also included HIV/AIDS prevention and education, TB and hepatitis C virus testing, routine urine screens, medical treatment, recreational activities, diet and nutritional advice, personal budgeting education, a child development center (CDC), early intervention services, preschool program (ages 0-4 years), school-age program (ages 5-8 years), fetal alcohol syndrome education, child care, and parenting classes.

The Agency B outpatient substance abuse treatment facility employed a 12-step recovery program modified to include cultural activities. In keeping with Agency B’s commitment to providing a continuum of care in the recovery process, outpatient treatment typically consisted of group sessions in which parenting, anger management, budgeting, and job search skill training, were addressed. Agency B outpatient services also included group therapy, family involvement, physical exercise, and nutritional assessments and regimens.

If deemed necessary by the treatment counselor or team, Agency B outpatients could be given up to three group sessions per week. Patients typically had 1 hour of one-on-one
counseling for every 20 hours of group work, which generally amounted to about 1 hour per month. The Agency B outpatient facility had an average caseload of 50 clients.

Table 3 shows that Agency A provided more outpatient groups per week than Agency B and offered more individual treatment. The programs also differed in that Agency A had residential beds for clients’ children and provided outpatient driving while intoxicated programs.

Schedules of Residential Substance Abuse Treatment at the Study Agencies

The residential treatment schedules shown in Table 4 summarize the programs. Notice that Table 4 provides both short- and long-term schedules for Agency B, whereas Agency A has only a long-term program. However, the Agency A schedule included parenting programs and parent-child group activities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Agency A</th>
<th>Agency B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monday AM</td>
<td>Men and women process group</td>
<td>Men meditation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Women meditation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chemical dependency and family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stress management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday PM</td>
<td>Relapse prevention group</td>
<td>Men study period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alcohol and drug education</td>
<td>Women study period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Computer class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Men intensive process group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Women intensive process group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cottage meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday AM</td>
<td>Alcohol and drug process group</td>
<td>Men meditation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Domestic violence for women group</td>
<td>Women meditation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Educational/vocational presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Smoking cessation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday PM</td>
<td>Men and women process group</td>
<td>Arts and crafts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coin ceremony</td>
<td>Men intensive process group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Women intensive process group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Life skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Narcotics Anonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday AM</td>
<td>Parenting group</td>
<td>Men meditation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parenting process group</td>
<td>Women meditation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Men process group</td>
<td>Alcohol and drug education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Residential Substance Abuse Treatment Schedules 2006**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency A</th>
<th>Short Term</th>
<th>Agency B</th>
<th>Long Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wednesday</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>Socialization group</td>
<td>Men study period</td>
<td>Beginning computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alcohol and drug education</td>
<td>Women study period</td>
<td>Alcohol and drug video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parent child play group</td>
<td>Computer class</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alcohol and drug presentation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Speakers meeting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thursday</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>Men process group</td>
<td>Men meditation</td>
<td>Meditation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women process group</td>
<td>Women meditation</td>
<td>Education/vocational guidance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Twelve step education</td>
<td>Housing resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>Case management groups</td>
<td>Talking circle or spirituality pathways</td>
<td>Talking circle or spirituality pathways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Men intensive process group</td>
<td>Alcohols Anonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Women intensive process group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alcoholics Anonymous</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Friday</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>Alcohol and drug education</td>
<td>Men meditation</td>
<td>Meditation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Women meditation</td>
<td>Men clothing run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Men clothing run</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Women domestic violence group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>Men process group</td>
<td>Community meeting</td>
<td>Community meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women process group</td>
<td>Women clothing run</td>
<td>Women clothing run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cultural education</td>
<td>Hepatitis C presentation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Men intensive process group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Women intensive process group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saturday</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>Medical sessions</td>
<td>Meditation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mental health group</td>
<td>Relapse prevention</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>House meeting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cultural film</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arts and crafts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sweat lodge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sunday</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>Big Book</td>
<td>Education group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alcohol and drug education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sunday</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>Visiting</td>
<td>Visitors (except blackout)</td>
<td>Women Narcotic Anonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cultural film</td>
<td>Women Narcotic Anonymous</td>
<td>Men Narcotic Anonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Men Narcotic Anonymous</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Specifics of Agency A Residential Substance Abuse Treatment

The Agency A residential center is a regional resource serving 44 tribes as well as the urban AI/AN population, comprised of individuals from more than 150 tribes. The Agency A
residential facility could house up to 54 clients and was typically full to capacity (Table 3). The residential program served adults ages 17 years and older. Parents were able to bring infants and children up to 5 years of age with them to treatment.

The Agency A facility is a former school building, located on 11 acres of land. The area is bordered by trees on one side and homes on the other sides. There are two sweat lodges (men’s and women’s), a fire circle, an outdoor track, and a small gymnasium which also serves as a dining hall and a location for cultural activities, including graduations. The Agency A facility is handicap accessible, with elevator access between the lower floor, where the gym is located, and the upper floor, which has approximately 60 treatment beds, offices, a large meeting room, and the CDC.

Agency A incorporated AI/AN cultural practices such as talking circles, flute playing, drumming, and bead work into the residential treatment program. In addition to alcohol and drug treatment, Agency A had mental health therapists on staff and during the study years began working toward a cohesive dual diagnosis approach to alcohol/drug and mental health treatment.

Clients at Agency A participated in three process group sessions and one small group session per week during the day. Groups were also offered throughout the week for parenting skills, relapse prevention, life skills, alcohol and drug education, and meditation, along with medical and/or health lectures. Mixed group sessions typically had women sitting on one side of the room and men on the other. Some smaller group sessions, such as process groups, featured separate sessions for men and for women. Agency A also provided gender-specific groups addressing mental health issues as well as grief and loss groups.

At the Agency A residential program, A.A. and N.A. meetings were held four nights per week, with one evening devoted to Big Book study. Other evenings were devoted to AI/AN traditional talking circles and guest speaker meetings. Pregnant women were encouraged to attend the parenting group and to work with the marriage and family counselor. Residential clients also participated in culturally relevant activities, including sweat lodge ceremonies (defined below), talking circles, flute playing, arts and crafts, singing and drumming, and fire ceremonies. Near the end of treatment the counselor or case manager assisted clients in finding housing and employment. Clients were required to have at least a temporary A.A. sponsor to provide support in the early days after treatment. Residential clients often went to the Agency A outpatient program for aftercare.
Agency A provided mental health services onsite at the residential program seven days per week (Table 3), with a psychiatrist available two days per week. Dialectical behavioral therapy and dual diagnosis groups were held weekly, facilitated by a consulting psychologist. Substance abuse treatment staff and mental health counselors worked side by side to provide integrated treatment.

**Agency B Residential Treatment**

The residential program at Agency B is one of the largest residential treatment centers operated by an AI/AN not-for-profit health care agency in the U.S. During the study years, Agency B had approximately 90 patient beds (Table 3) and offered 3 levels of care: 1) a 30-day intensive inpatient program for stabilization and education involving 4 hours per day of group sessions followed by written homework, 2) long-term care, defined as a 60-day transition phase following the 30-day program, and 3) long-term treatment of 180 days for clients covered by a special State B program (described below) followed by 90 days of outpatient treatment.

The residential program at Agency B typically had 76 adult beds and 10 adolescent beds (Table 3). Four large cottages housed adults and a special wing in the main administration building housed adolescents. During 2002, the residential occupancy rate ranged from 72% to 86% (Table 3). Length of stay varied depending on individual needs.

Treatment programs at the Agency B residential program typically focused on group therapy, cultural and spiritual needs, nutritional regimens, one-on-one therapy, physical exercise, family involvement, and 24-hour supervision. Combined alcohol-drug dependence was treated when necessary. Residents had full access to comprehensive health services.

Culturally relevant practices were important at Agency B; a traditional health liaison person was on staff. In addition, Agency B residential clients completed a culturally specific workbook.

The Agency B residential treatment program offered intensive recovery programs, cultural activities, long-term recovery stays, a family-oriented treatment approach, individual and group treatment, and access to comprehensive health services, including mental health counseling. Transportation was provided for residential clients to the Agency B clinic for mental health services and to a general hospital for medical services. Every effort was made for patients to stay with their existing health care providers while in treatment.
Agency B substance abuse treatment patients also received wraparound and support services, including job training, resume writing, GED preparation, and computer laboratory access. The Agency B residential center provided clients with educational services through a specialist employed for that purpose. In-house A.A. and N.A. meetings were available to all residential treatment clients wishing to attend. Agency B encouraged continuity of care for those in recovery. Residential clients could seek outpatient counseling at the Agency B clinical center, where many outpatient services were located.

**Study Agency Sweat Lodges**

Both agencies provided sweat lodge programs for residential clients. A sweat lodge is a low windowless structure made of woven ash branches. Tarps or blankets are placed on top of the branches to keep out the light and prevent the heat from escaping. The floor is made of hardened earth with a pit in the center into which hot rocks are placed. Participants enter the lodge on their hands and knees and crawl around the outside of the pit, seating themselves on the ground. The fire keeper brings in a certain number of hot rocks. Herbs such as cedar, sage, or sweet grass are sprinkled on the rocks, then the door to the lodge is closed and water is poured on the rocks to create steam. Some ceremonies offer four rounds of prayers. The door is opened between rounds and additional hot rocks are brought in. During each round, participants pray for certain purposes, such as general prayers, prayers for women and for mother earth, prayers for veterans and the ancient ones, and prayers to thank the Creator.

**Study Agency Services Compared to National Urban Residential Programs**

As shown in Table 3 (left column), according to the 2006 National Survey on Substance Abuse Treatment Services, over 90% of urban residential treatment programs provided individual and group therapy, substance abuse education, relapse prevention, and discharge planning. Over 80% offered case management and special programs for adolescents, and over 70% provided or facilitated self-help groups, social skills training, aftercare counseling, and family counseling. At least 60% of national survey respondents offered social services, housing assistance, peer support, HIV/AIDS education, and general health education. Approximately half the programs offered special groups for men and women, transportation assistance, and employment assistance.
On the other hand, fewer than half the national survey respondents provided mental health services, domestic violence programs, special programs for pregnant or postpartum women, or services focused on criminal justice clients. And only a handful of agencies (less than 20%) offered residential beds for clients’ children, child care, or driving while intoxicated programs.

Themes from Qualitative Research

Prominent themes identified in the interviews and document reviews included cultural considerations, family involvement, and staff activities. The themes are presented here via quotations, interview summaries, and descriptions of agency staff activities.

Cultural Considerations

The Agency A treatment director said, “Whatever decisions are made here consider culture and the clients first. I believe this is foundational to Agency A.” He said that approximately 80% of the clients (including many non-Natives) attend culturally specific services. Agency A did not bill insurance sources for cultural services, although these are part of the agency budget.

The Agency A clinical supervisor said that, to Native people, cultural services are incredibly important and the lack of such services in other treatment agencies is one reason why they may not do as well in treatment elsewhere.

Indeed, all Agency A interviewees agreed that the role of culture in treatment is very important. Accordingly, traditional AI/AN culture and spirituality have always been an integral part of Agency A’s services. In recognition of its services to AI/ANs, Agency A has been honored by tribes with a sacred pipe, a totem pole, a drum, and an eagle staff.

The Agency A residential program regularly offered sweat lodge ceremonies, the Winto fire ceremony (a ceremony of the Northern California Winto tribe given to Agency A by tribal elders), talking circles, and cultural education. Many people also used the purification practice of “smudging” themselves with smoke from a receptacle containing burning leaves such as sweet grass, sage, and/or cedar in connection with prayer and ceremony.

The Agency A cultural advisor and assistants explained how the 12 steps are related to AI/AN cultures. One of the terms used to describe cultural practices in treatment is “walking the Red Road.” The Red Road has many meanings. As a recovery movement, it refers to combining...
ancient spiritual wisdom and modern substance abuse treatment practices. The cultural materials included a quotation from the late Sacramento, California Yurok artist David Ipina (deceased 1998) who said of the Red Road:

“Being Indian is mainly in your heart. It's a way of walking with the earth instead of upon it. A lot of the history books talk about us Indians in the past tense, but we don't plan on going anywhere... We have lost so much, but the thing that holds us together is that we all belong to and are protectors of the earth; that's the reason for us being here. Mother Earth is not a resource, she is an heirloom.”

Because Agency A served AI/ANs from over 150 different tribes with many different cultures, the cultural advisor and his staff met with clients from traditional backgrounds to explore what cultural practices they needed and tried to arrange for those to be provided.

Guest speakers and elders provided stories and information from various tribal traditions. For example, a guest from a distant reservation held a Washat service at Agency A. Washat traditions are significant to the tribes of the Columbia River area. Members of the Native American Shaker Church also provided services, and the family wellness teacher carried out a cradleboard-making project with parents, while teaching traditional parenting values.

A key event at Agency A was the “Coin Ceremony,” which honored clients completing the residential program. Family members and friends of the graduating clients were encouraged to attend. Agency A also sponsored several community events each year. Two of these in particular brought together treatment program graduates: the New Year’s Eve Sobriety Powwow and the Alumni Picnic. The treatment director said that he frequently heard present and past Agency A residential clients talk about “the Agency A way” which means “stay clean, stay on the Red Road, don’t get in trouble, and stay out of jail.” The use of this term illustrated the extent to which clients experienced a sense of community in residential treatment that stayed with them after they left.

Similarly, all of the Agency B residential staff interviewees stressed the importance of cultural activities. One counselor said, “It is 100% vital. When it is available and used there can be no price on it. It restores their sense of self. Natives will tell you if they are ‘using’ they are losing their spirituality. Traditional practices are a way of experiencing life.”
One Agency B counselor said that AI/AN clients are very aware of the AI/AN staff, watch them, and know they are there. She said that some AI/AN clients come with their own culture, while others are not raised in their cultures and want to have some cultural experiences.

The Agency B clinical supervisor said that the spiritual component is important because so many AI/ANs either never had it or had lost it. She said, “It’s a gentle way to get them back on a spiritual road.” She went on to say that residential staff thinks the cultural activities are more important than do some of the AI/AN clients, who are out of touch with and disconnected from their cultures. Several Agency B staff mentioned that reasons for disconnection from cultures included homelessness as well as frequent geographic moves.

Another Agency B counselor remarked that the clients in residential programs interacted well with each other despite all the different cultural backgrounds they came from. He said, “We see all ethnicities and peace is generally maintained.” Another said that the treatment program was the beginning of healing for each patient. She said, “Residential has Native American cultural themes, yet it still encompasses all the people served.”

The Agency B treatment director said that AI/ANs did not have many options for residential treatment. Usually approximately 40% of residential clients at Agency B were AI/AN, and he said they tended to require a higher level of care than non-Native clients.

The weekly men’s sweat lodge ceremonies provided by Agency B were conducted by a Makah Indian who moved to City B in 1959. The cultural services provider said that, when he first became interested in the sweat lodge ceremony, he began helping with the fire used to heat the stones and generate heat in the lodge at a cultural center. He said that a well-known Native cultural expert taught him the sweat lodge ceremony and that he still worked with the expert.

The ceremonies at Agency B offered four rounds of prayers; the door was opened between rounds and additional hot rocks were brought in.

At one time, Agency B offered sweats for both men and women; however, some traditions do not permit “mixed sweats,” so they discontinued the practice and were only able to offer the ceremony to men during the study years. The clinical supervisor said that women could go to a nearby reservation or to another tribal location for women’s sweats. Typically, women rode with someone who came to the residential center to participate in evening A.A. meetings.

The Agency B cultural services provider held men’s and women’s talking circles every week. Talking circles began with the purification practice of “washing” each person with smoke
from a receptacle containing burning leaves such as sweet grass, sage, and/or cedar, a practice often used in connection with prayer and ceremony. An eagle feather or other sacred object was then passed around the circle. The person holding the feather could speak without interruption or comment until finished and then passed the feather to the next speaker until everyone wishing to speak had done so. This opportunity to share one’s heart in a sacred manner was a meaningful and healing spiritual practice for many people. The cultural services provider also worked regularly with residential clients in arts and crafts, teaching them to make dream catchers and god’s eyes. He said most clients lacked eyesight or patience to do beadwork.

**Family Involvement**

Regarding family involvement in treatment, the Agency A clinical supervisor said that families were not involved as much in treatment as she would like. She said that it was difficult to involve families when clients came from a distance or were homeless or estranged from their relatives. A mental health counselor offered a Sunday afternoon group meeting for those families who visited clients in treatment, to help them understand and support their treatment and healing process. Counselors were also beginning to involve clients, along with their significant relatives, in discharge planning.

The CDC was considered very important to AI/AN families in treatment at Agency A. The treatment director said, “Sometimes the children arrive in worse shape than their parent, and in a sense, they are also in treatment. Seeing the process of the family getting healthy, the kids setting boundaries, and parents’ engagement in parenting sessions through the CDC is my favorite thing at Agency A.” Agency A had recently added a residential children’s case manager who could follow families to outpatient care and help address children’s needs; the agency also had received a grant focused on assisting children from families affected by methamphetamine addiction.

In summary, all Agency A services are centered on the family. It is the agency's philosophy that "without the family circle there will be no future."

Conversely, the Agency B clinical supervisor said that the majority of patients were not in contact with their family members. The counselors supported clients in getting back in touch with relatives, where possible, and helped mothers who had lost custody of their children to have visits with them. Clients were most likely to have had visits from brothers or sisters who were open to supporting their recovery, but many only saw their social workers or their A.A./N.A.
sponsors during visiting hours (Sunday afternoons from 1 to 4 p.m.). For clients who had family contacts, friends, relatives, and significant others could gather with them in the family room, picnic area, horseshoe pit, or on the lawn.

In addition, the Agency B residential center had an alumni barbecue that was free of charge. Typically around 400 former clients, A.A. participants, and others attended the event. To many, the residential center became like their family.

**Counselor Activities**

Overall, each study agency had approximately 15 residential and/or outpatient counselors (Table 4) and employed non-Native as well as AI/AN counselors. At Agency A, counselors reported that they worked 40 or more hours per week. For example, each week the Agency A lead counselor spent approximately 14 hours in one-on-one sessions with clients, 14 hours conducting group sessions, 12 to 15 hours on paperwork, and 9 hours in meetings. She said it was hard to fit all her activities into 40 hours. Regarding paperwork, she said that, for every 2½-hour process group, she had 1 to 1½ hours of documentation. There were 20-25 people in the group, and documentation required notes about each individual. The groups with which she worked included alcohol and drug education, relapse prevention, and a process group consisting of a client circle in which people checked in, raised any healing issues of concern, and were taught content from a women-focused A.A. workbook (Covington, 2000) regarding self, relationships, sexuality, and spirituality. She also allowed 30-60 minutes after each group for clients to speak with her individually about questions raised. She said she had a caseload of 10-14 clients.

The alcohol and drug evaluation for every new client at Agency A consisted of a 3-hour interview and a 1-hour written survey. Counselors spent approximately 1 hour writing up each evaluation, using ASAM criteria for placement and American Psychiatric Association Diagnostic and Statistical Manual criteria for dependence (substance use disorder). When they suspected a client had co-occurring mental health issues, they referred him/her to the mental health counselor onsite.

Each client’s treatment plan at Agency A was based on his/her evaluation and was developed jointly with the client. It was reviewed every 30 days in an individual session. All clients had random urine analyses (UAs) for substance abuse. If a client was involved with the legal system, UAs were required once each week. Otherwise UAs usually were scheduled after
clients had been off campus with a group trip. If a client’s UA indicated alcohol or drug use, it was addressed on an individual basis—usually with a warning for the first occurrence. Continuing “dirty” UAs resulted in a client having to leave Agency A residential treatment. Usually such clients had the opportunity to reapply for the program. Other behaviors, such as violence, abuse (emotional as well as physical) of a child or elder, or acting out in a sexually explicit way, resulted in a person being expelled from treatment.

When Agency A counselors recognized that a client was not making progress with his/her treatment plan, they usually held a “staffing” with the client and all counselors who worked with him/her. The purpose of the staffing was to discover what the client needed to be successful and how the counselors could support him/her. If the person was on probation or otherwise involved with the criminal justice system, the probation officer could also become involved in the staffing.

The Agency A substance abuse treatment counselors were trained in motivational interviewing, which they used as much as possible, and in client-centered treatment, and all were experienced with and respectful toward the role of culture in treatment. Agency A had no required curriculum (e.g., completion of the 12 steps was not mandated), although the lead counselor said that Agency A has been 12 step-based from the beginning. The treatment director believed that counselors needed total flexibility to develop a client’s treatment plan in consultation with the client. For example, video- and audiotapes and oral (rather than written) homework were used for clients who did not read well. The Agency A clinical supervisor indicated that flexibility was important to gear treatment to the needs of each client and that the counselors usually made clinical decisions as a team. She said that all therapeutic work was done within a framework of respect, safety, and professional conduct. She said, “Our mental health people are very much a part of the treatment team.”

The Agency A lead counselor mentioned that some clients were third-generation sufferers from fetal alcohol spectrum disorder. They had difficulty concentrating and needed special assistance, such as tape-recorded reading assignments, to carry out their homework. She had noticed that they could concentrate well when participating in singing, drumming, and ceremonies and believed that the cultural services were integral to the healing process for these clients.
The Agency A clinical supervisor said that she provided supervision “all day long.” She had an open door for the staff and clients. She spent approximately 40% of her time with counselors discussing issues such as treatment planning, intervention with clients, and group dynamics. There was a weekly clinical staff meeting at which she provided education for counselors related to cultural issues, motivational interviewing, and other topics. She worked to ensure that all staff members kept in mind the importance of supporting the treatment mission and client needs as the first priority.

The treatment director had been with Agency A since 1992 and had served as an intern, a counselor, and an administrator. The clinical supervisor had been at Agency A for 7 years, first as a treatment counselor. The lead counselor (who had worked at Agency A for 9 years) said that there was a wonderful team dynamic between counselors and other residential treatment staff. “This results in a multidisciplinary approach to helping the clients succeed in treatment.” She said the cultural, mental health, and CDC staff members were all part of the team as well. The counselor who had been at Agency A for 1 year said that she had personal experience with methamphetamine abuse and believed this knowledge to be one of her gifts to the treatment team.

The human resources department at Agency A had initiated annual evaluations using a standardized form. Newly hired counselors also were also evaluated within the first 6 months. Evaluations addressed specific criteria, including productivity, attendance, and relationships with co-workers. Areas of improvement and specific steps to take also were included.

Counselors at Agency B worked 40 hours per week, spending 15-20 hours per week in face-to-face counseling and 12 hours per week in groups. They spent about 2 hours per day on case management for clients. The Agency B clinical supervisor checked in with each counselor for 15 to 30 minutes every day. Counselors prepared notes on each client’s participation in each group for the clinical supervisor to review. These notes helped them decide, for example, whether changes needed to be made in group membership. One of the counselors interviewed facilitated small process groups of 10-12 clients, educational groups of 50-55 clients, and also worked with groups on topics of family, self-esteem, relapse prevention, and pharmacology.

The Agency B counselors had to follow the required schedule for group sessions and show the clinical supervisor what curriculum they were using. Counselors had added, for example, some stress management to their group sessions. Counselors and the clinical supervisor
collaborated on expanding group sessions to include topics in stress management such as progressive muscle relaxation. They also used dialectical behavioral therapy with some clients. Clients did not engage in trauma work in early recovery; counselors instead sought to involve patients in a support system.

According to the clinical supervisor, Agency B did not have a primary treatment theory that all counselors had to use. The Agency B counselors provided services according to the individual needs of their patients. There were many young men coming to treatment at Agency B needing cognitive behavioral therapy, anger management, and coping skills, and counselors spent considerable time arranging and coordinating services to ensure that these needs were met.

Agency B counselors conducted evaluations of every client they served. Clients came into treatment with completed ASAM and American Psychiatric Association Diagnostic and Statistical Manual assessments (which were conducted by residential counselors prior to start of formal treatment), and then the counselors did a complete 1- to 2-hour biopsychosocial evaluation. Counselors wrote up the evaluations as they went along.

Each client worked together with a counselor to develop an individualized treatment plan and addressed the plan every week in one-on-one sessions. One Agency B counselor said that he constantly thought of each client in terms of ASAM criteria. If a client stayed beyond the initial intensive treatment phase for long-term treatment, he developed a new treatment plan with the client.

The Agency B residential center worked on a random UA system. Counselors had a weekly UA list. If a blood test was required, they sent clients to the clinic. If the counselors identified someone in need of a mental health assessment, they discussed it with the client and then sent him/her to mental health services.

When an Agency B counselor recognized that a client was not working to meet his/her treatment goals and objectives, the counselor had a thorough discussion with the client to find out what the issue was. Sometimes counselors addressed such issues in weekly staff meetings, where clients were not present. If a client broke the rules (e.g., using substances, leaving the facility without permission), the counselors tried to give him/her the benefit of the doubt and learn what was going on. While procedures were tailored specifically for each client, in general clients were given several chances. Usually counselors and clients developed behavioral contracts to address the issue.
The Agency B clinical supervisor said she felt the program was going well. She would like to continue to have 6-7 counselors and raise their salaries to stay competitive. The salary level had been lower than other agencies’ for years; as a result, there had been considerable staff turnover. She believed that problem had been addressed and that the current staff was very effective and had high standards for their work. She also said that they were innovative and current in their treatment practices.

Counselors were formally evaluated annually using a form provided by Agency B’s human services department. The Agency B clinical supervisor said that she observed both group and one-on-one sessions, depending on the needs of the counselors. The kinds of interventions counselors used with clients told her about their skills. She had been meeting with counselors twice a week but was planning to do so less often as the counselors kept her informed about any work issues they were facing, such as clients needing to be moved into different groups.

**Residential Staff Characteristics**

Table 5 presents characteristics of residential staff nationally (left column) and at the study agencies (right columns). Both study agencies had notably large (above the 80th percentile) staffs compared to programs nationally. Specifically, information from ADSS showed that urban residential treatment centers had, on average, approximately 14 full-time staff members (median of 12), of whom 6 were counselors (median of 5). While the numbers fluctuated, during the study period, there were roughly 6 residential, 7 outpatient, and 2 youth substance abuse treatment counselors. Agency B typically employed approximately 8 residential counselors and 4 outpatient counselors. Again, there was fluctuation such that, during the study period, there were, on average, roughly 7 residential substance abuse treatment counselors.

Agency A required that staff must model nondrinking, nonusing behaviors on and off the job and must understand the importance of culture and its impact on client recovery. Counselors must, at minimum, hold a Certified Alcohol and Drug Counselor Level One (CADC-I) certificate and have one year of on-the-job experience, although Agency A considered other experience, such as a practicum, when hiring. All alcohol and drug counselors at Agency A were state certified.

Training for new Agency A clinical staff included an orientation with human resources personnel and a 2-week introductory period (before beginning full job responsibilities) when they usually spent time with experienced clinical staff and toured all Agency A facilities. The
executive director and the cultural director provided annual cultural competency training for all staff and provided opportunities for staff members to attend culturally based treatment conferences, such as those offered by White Bison, Inc. Staff members who needed a particular kind of training could arrange for it, and those who had cultural questions usually consulted the cultural director or one of his assistants.

All certified counselors at Agency A were required to have 20 hours of continuing education credit per year and to maintain their certification. Agency A provided numerous onsite trainings for staff to earn required continuing education units. An AI/AN consultant provided ongoing training in a culturally appropriate manner in topics such as ethics, toxicology, and addiction in families in a culturally appropriate manner.

Agency B counselors had to be certified Chemical Dependency Professionals (CDP), which involves two years of study and a certification exam. State B required 40 hours of continuing education every two years to maintain certification.

As shown in Table 5 (right columns), study agency residential staff members were mostly female and in middle life. Overall, AI/AN staff were in the minority at the study sites, especially at Agency B. Staff members with college degrees were also in the minority. Approximately one third of staff members had been at their study agencies less than 1 year. On the other hand, another third of staff had been with their study agencies for more than 5 years. Nearly all study agency staff members were full-time employees working 40 hours per week. Unfortunately, national data on staff demographics (such as gender, age, and ethnicity) were not available.

There were numerous job titles at the study agencies, with substance abuse treatment counselor and residential aide being the most common. Several staff members reported more than one job title. For example, some administrators were also substance abuse counselors or cultural staff. It is useful to define substance abuse counselors, residential aides, child development staff, cultural staff, mental health staff, and health clinic staff as direct contact (with clients) personnel. At both study agencies, direct contact staff represented approximately 70% of the job titles. Inconveniently, national comparisons are not available because ADSS lumped many direct contact personnel into an “all other” category that included administrative staff.

At the study agencies, substance abuse treatment counselors represented less than one third (26%) of staff members. Conversely, treatment counselors comprised half of the full-time staff in the national data (average 54%; median 50%). Virtually all study agency substance abuse
treatment counselors were certified as chemical dependency professionals. Thus, certified counselors represented roughly one fifth to one third of study agency staff (22% at Agency A and 29% at Agency B), which is slightly less than the analogous national data (mean, 32%; median, 22%).

At the study agencies, 39% of counselors did not have college degrees. Conversely, half of counselors nationwide lacked college degrees (mean and median were 50%). Moreover, at the study agencies, some 44% of counselors had masters or doctoral degrees. Nationally, the average percentage of counselors with a masters or doctoral degree was 20% (median of 17%).

The study agency substance abuse treatment counselors generally reported caseloads of 10-20 clients. Conversely, the national data suggested that counselor caseloads were mostly under 10.

The lower rows of Table 5 show that TSET scores for study agency staff members were generally in the ranges reported by clinicians who have considerable confidence in their cognitive, practical, and affective capabilities to work with people of diverse cultural backgrounds. Stated differently, the scores were typically in the “advanced” or expert range (Jeffreys, 2000) and were approximately Gaussian (bell-shaped curve) in distribution. Multiple regression analyses (with site, age, gender, race, and counselor status as predictors) showed that substance abuse treatment counselors were slightly more confident than were other staff on the practical scale ($p = 0.05$) and that women were somewhat more confident than men on the affective scale ($p = 0.05$). There were no statistically significant predictors for confidence on the cognitive scale. Interestingly, race (i.e., AI/AN vs. non-Native) was not a statistically significant predictor for any of the scales.

Approximately half the Native staff at each agency had Indian blood quantum of half or greater. The vast majority of AI/AN staff at each agency were enrolled tribal members from a variety of tribes. For example, AI/AN staff at Agency A came from 15 different tribes and included five individuals with mixed (i.e., multiple) tribal backgrounds. At Agency B, five tribes were represented, and there were two individuals with mixed (i.e., multiple) tribal heritage.

On the four Orthogonal Cultural Identification Scale items included in the ABQ, most AI/AN staff scored in the “high” range with respect to AI/AN cultural identification (right columns at bottom of Table 5). The scale was roughly Gaussian (bell-shaped curve) in
distribution. Age and gender were not statistically significant predictors of scores among the AI/AN staff members.

Comparing the two agencies, residential staff members were similar with regard to gender, age, education, certification, and workload. There were no statistically significant differences by agency on any of the TSET score, and agency was not a statistically significant predictor of TSET scores in multiple regression analyses. The Orthogonal Cultural Identification Scale scores of AI/AN staff did not differ between the agencies.

On the other hand, the agencies did differ with regard to AI/AN representation among staff members. Approximately half of Agency A staff members were AI/AN, whereas, at Agency B, only one quarter of staff identified themselves as AI/AN.

The agencies also differed with regard to staff roles. For example, the Agency A residential program had several onsite staff members who specialized in cultural consultation, mental health, or child development. Conversely, Agency B residential staff members were overwhelmingly either substance abuse treatment counselors or residential aides. Moreover, approximately half the staff members at Agency A were clinicians (i.e., counselors, child development staff, mental health clinicians, or health clinic personnel) whereas only one third of staff at Agency B were clinicians.

Table 5  
Urban Residential Substance Abuse Treatment Staff  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>United States a</th>
<th>Agency A</th>
<th>Agency B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>13.8 (12)</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-29</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50+</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian or Alaska Native</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No academic degree</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Educational Development (GED)</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master or doctor</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 5 Continued
Urban Residential Substance Abuse Treatment Staff

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>At agency</th>
<th>United States (^a)</th>
<th>Agency A</th>
<th>Agency B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than a year</td>
<td>35% 3%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five or more years</td>
<td>38% 3%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forty hours per week</td>
<td>79% 9%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job title (^b)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substance abuse treatment counselor</td>
<td>54% (50%)</td>
<td>22% 22%</td>
<td>32% 29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential aide</td>
<td>16% 35%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child development staff</td>
<td>14% 0%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural staff</td>
<td>8% 0%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental health staff</td>
<td>8% 0%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health clinic staff</td>
<td>5% 3%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrator</td>
<td>22% 13%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admissions</td>
<td>8% 6%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office staff</td>
<td>8% 10%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitchen staff</td>
<td>8% 6%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance staff</td>
<td>5% 0%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other job title</td>
<td>5% 13%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certified alcohol drug counselor</td>
<td>32% (22%)</td>
<td>22% 22%</td>
<td>29% 29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substance abuse treatment counselor</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>6.0 (5)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No college degree</td>
<td>50% (50%)</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master or doctor</td>
<td>20% (17%)</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substance abuse treatment counselor caseload</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under ten</td>
<td>87% (^c)</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ten to twenty</td>
<td>11% (^c)</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcultural Self-Efficacy Scale (^d)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive</td>
<td>6.2 (2.2)</td>
<td>7.0 (1.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical</td>
<td>6.5 (1.9)</td>
<td>7.2 (1.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective</td>
<td>8.2 (1.1)</td>
<td>8.2 (1.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian or Alaska Native</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood quantum (1/2) or more</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enrolled tribal member</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed (multiple tribes) tribal heritage</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthogonal Cultural Identification Scale (^e)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High American Indian identification (^f)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Alcohol and Drug Services Study 1996 phase one urban residential (N = 366) weighted mean (median).  
\(^b\) More than one job title could be selected at study agencies.  
\(^c\) Estimate based on numbers of current clients divided by numbers of full-time substance abuse treatment counselors.  
\(^d\) Mean and standard deviation.  
Scales can range from one through ten.  
\(^e\) Four-item measure mean and standard deviation. Scale can range from zero through twelve.  
\(^f\) Scores above seven on the four-item Orthogonal Cultural Identification Scale indicate “high” American Indian identification.
CONCLUSIONS

As hypothesized, the study agencies delivered treatment services that were notably more varied than those provided by mainstream residential programs in urban areas. Both study agencies provided conventional services, such as alcohol and drug education. And, as expected, both agencies delivered numerous culturally specific programs, such as sweat lodges. But in addition to traditional healing, the study agencies offered programs, such as mental health care, domestic violence services, and residential beds for clients’ children, that were rarely provided by mainstream residential treatment facilities.

Thus, the “menus” of services found at the study agencies were much more comprehensive than those delivered by conventional programs (as reported in national data sets). This broad-based approach is especially pertinent for AI/ANs who often live in adverse environments (Manson, Beals, Klein, Croy, & The AI-SUPERPFP team, 2005). Indeed, given the social determinants of health (Friel & Marmot, 2011; Lillie-Blanton & Roubideaux, 2005; Roubideaux, 2002), it may well be appropriate for all substance abuse treatment programs serving urban AI/ANs to consider delivering the extensive arrays of services described here.

Comprehensive services are particularly pertinent for urban AI/ANs because these individuals experience substantial health disparity when compared with non-Natives (Crofoot et al., 2007; Johnson et al., 2010; Urban Indian Health Commission [UIHC], 2007). For example, Castor et al. (2006) found that one quarter of AI/ANs in 34 metropolitan areas were disabled in 2000, versus only one fifth of the general population in those cities. And, based on nationwide data, Castor et al. (2006) reported that AI/ANs had a disability prevalence rate of 24%, versus 20% for the general population. Thus, this group warrants provision of broad service arrays.

The hypothesis regarding staff composition was also confirmed. Namely, the study agencies employed staff members who were more heterogeneous than expected from national data. As expected, the study agencies had staff members who focused on provision of culturally specific services. However, they also had personnel such as child development specialists or residential aides. Perhaps in consequence, substance abuse treatment counselors represented a minority of staff at the study agencies but were the majority in the national data. Interestingly, more counselors at the study agencies had college education and advanced degrees than would be expected from national data.
Looking within the study agencies, staff members scored in the expert range on measures pertaining to provision of services to people with assorted cultural backgrounds. Interestingly, AI/AN and non-Native staff at the study agencies scored about the same on these measures. As expected for urban programs (Nebelkopf & King, 2003; Wright et al., 2011), AI/AN staff at the study agencies came from numerous tribes.

**Strengths and Limitations**

Strengths and limitations of the study should be recognized. The study’s strengths include detailed descriptions (obtained via both qualitative and quantitative procedures) of urban agency treatments, particularly culturally specific services. This information complements rural data provided by the American Indian Service Utilization, Psychiatric Epidemiology, Risk and Protective Factors Project (AI-SUPERPFP) project (Beals, Manson et al., 2005; Beals, Novins, et al., 2005; Manson et al., 2005), which focused on two reservations.

On the other hand, the project was limited to two urban AI/AN treatment programs. The study agencies may or may not be representative of other facilities focused on this population.

However, by design, the two study facilities illustrate variations among programs offering residential treatment.

For example, Agency A began as a chemical dependency treatment program and subsequently developed a primary health care component. Conversely, Agency B is a primary health care program that has expanded to offer residential and outpatient alcohol and drug treatment services. And Agency B was the larger residential program but was not necessarily full at all times, in contrast to Agency A. Also, residential clients at Agency A had a mandatory blackout week not required at Agency B.

In addition, the residential programs differed in treatment structure. Residential treatment at Agency A was a long-term program with a component focused on women and families that provided housing and services for children of clients. Not surprisingly, female AI/AN clients were well represented at the Agency A residential program. Conversely, residential care at Agency B was a short-term intensive program with an extended care component into which clients needing additional treatment were “readmitted” when discharged from the short-term section. There were few AI/AN women at Agency B’s residential program. Interestingly, most
residential clients of Agency B were not AI/AN. Similarly, there were few AI/AN counselors at Agency B, in contrast to Agency A.

Another limitation is that the present report, also by design, focused on services and staff. Thus, client data (including treatment outcomes) are not provided here but will be described elsewhere. However, other projects have examined treatment results for AI/ANs with substance abuse problems. For example, Evans et al. (2006), studying administrative data, found similar reductions in problem severity one year after treatment entry for AI/AN versus non-Native clients in California. Importantly, Evans et al. (2006) recognized the limitations of these data and called for investigation of culturally specific components of treatment.

These limitations notwithstanding, the present project showed that urban AI/ANs who have substance abuse problems can be served by comprehensive and culturally specific residential treatment programs. These results are important because urban AI/ANs are a large and rapidly growing population (Castor et al., 2006; Novins et al., 2011; UIHC, 2007; UIHI, SIHB, 2009). For example, during the last three decades of the 20th century, more than 1 million AI/ANs moved to cities (UIHC, 2007) so that fewer than one quarter of AI/ANs now live on reservations or in other rural tribal areas (U.S. Census Bureau, 2012).

To summarize, the study agencies offered the overwhelming majority of services provided by mainstream urban residential treatment programs, as well as numerous additional services, including culturally specific programs. Moreover, treatments were delivered by notably diverse staff members.

In the words of Lillie-Blanton and Roubideaux (2005), these findings address “an important but often overlooked public policy issue—how to more effectively address the health care needs of this nation’s first citizens” (p. 759). The results are especially pertinent for substance abuse treatment program developers and managers who recognize that “efforts to improve health care for American Indians and Alaska Natives need to be more culturally appropriate and community based and must help build community capacity” (Lillie-Blanton & Roubideaux, 2005, p. 760). In addition, this study provides background for findings on treatment costs presented in a companion paper, “Residential substance abuse treatment for urban American Indians and Alaska Natives Part II: Costs,” in this issue.
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RESIDENTIAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT FOR URBAN AMERICAN INDIANS AND ALASKA NATIVES

PART II: COSTS

Bentson H. McFarland, MD, PhD; R. Dale Walker, MD; and Patricia Silk-Walker, PhD

Abstract: The present study examined costs of two residential substance abuse treatment programs designed for urban American Indians and Alaska Natives (AI/ANs). Costs for one agency were well within national norms, while costs at the other program were less than expected from nationwide data. Economies of scale accounted for much of the difference between observed and expected costs. Culturally specific residential substance abuse treatment services can be provided to urban AI/ANs within budgets typically found at mainstream programs.

INTRODUCTION

Urban American Indians and Alaska Natives (AI/ANs) are more likely to obtain substance abuse treatment than are other city residents. For example, analyses of the 2013 National Survey on Drug Use and Health showed that 2.3% of urban AI/ANs used specialty substance abuse treatment in the year prior to survey, versus 0.9% of non-Natives. Moreover, 1.4% of urban AI/AN survey respondents reported using residential substance abuse treatment in the previous year versus only 0.4% of non-Natives.

Unfortunately, resources are markedly limited for urban AI/AN substance abuse treatment (Legha & Novins; 2012; Wright et al., 2011). Indeed, Roubideaux (2002) discussed “the severe levels of under-funding and lack of resources in the Indian health system and the need for more funding for Indian health care” (p. 1403) while Lillie-Blanton and Roubideaux (2005) noted that “large disparities exist in the funding and availability of health services for AIAN people relative to other Americans” (p. 759). Moreover, as Roubideaux (2002) pointed out, “lack of adequate funding and services is a constant stress on the Indian health system” (p.
1402). Focusing on city dwellers, Castor et al. (2006) reported that “although UIHOs [Urban Indian Health Organizations] are the primary health care venue for urban American Indians/Alaska Natives, who represent more than 60% of the nationwide AI/AN population, IHS [Indian Health Service] allocations for these organizations represent 1% of the total IHS budget” (p. 1484).

These resource constraints are especially pertinent for residential substance abuse treatment programs, which have notably higher costs than outpatient services (French, Popovici, & Tapsell, 2008). To our knowledge, no data are available about the costs of residential substance abuse care for urban AI/ANs. Although Saylors (2003) described services provided to AI/AN clients of residential programs in Oakland and San Francisco and Wright et al. (2011) discussed services (especially traditional healing programs) for outpatient and residential clients of an agency in Oakland that focuses on AI/ANs, costs were not addressed. It is worth noting that this situation is in marked contrast to the extensive literature on costs of general population residential substance abuse treatment programs (Alexandre et al., 2012; French, Dunlap, Zarkin, McGeary, & McLellan, 1997; French, Salome, Sindelar, & McLellan, 2002; French et al., 2008; Roebuck, French, & McLellan, 2003).

The lack of cost information is especially noteworthy because economic data are needed by policymakers and funders who must decide on provision and financing of treatment programs (French et al., 1997; French & Drummond, 2005) for the rapidly growing urban AI/AN population. Moreover, substance abuse treatment program managers and developers need cost data in order to construct sustainable service packages for urban AI/ANs.

In particular, data comparing costs for residential programs focused on urban AI/ANs versus costs for mainstream (general population) residential treatment services would be useful. It could well be imagined that programs with culturally specific services are more costly than conventional care. Indeed, programs that have been described (e.g., Wright et al., 2011) often provide services specific to AI/ANs (such as sweat lodges) that are complements to (rather than substitutes for) conventional substance abuse treatments. The implication is that the more extensive AI/AN programs would have higher costs than mainstream services. However, there have been few (if any) comparisons of costs between agencies focusing on AI/ANs and mainstream treatment programs.
In addition, AI/AN clients of urban residential programs may have more severe substance abuse-related problems than their non-Native counterparts. For example, the 2012 Treatment Episode Data Set (described below) showed that first substance use was under the age of 12 years for 12% of AI/ANs admitted to urban residential treatment agencies, versus only 7% for non-Natives. And only 7% of AI/AN admissions were for employed clients, versus 9% for non-Natives. Both factors are associated with increased severity of substance abuse (McCamant, Zani, McFarland, & Gabriel, 2007). Indeed, previous research shows that severity indicators, such as length of substance abuse, are powerful predictors of treatment outcomes (Caspi, Turner, Panas, McCarty, & Gastfriend, 2001; Chong & Lopez, 2007; McCamant et al., 2007). For example, Chong and Lopez (2007) found that, for AI women in Arizona, the number of prior alcohol treatment episodes was highly predictive of relapse to drinking 6 months after completing the index (current) urban residential treatment program. Specifically, each prior alcohol treatment episode increased the odds of relapse by 90%. Therefore, it is reasonable to hypothesize that greater severity of clients’ substance abuse would translate into higher costs for AI/AN programs versus mainstream care.

For these reasons, we undertook this project to a) examine costs of service provision at residential substance abuse treatment programs designed for urban AI/ANs and b) compare the study facilities with information from general population programs. The hypothesis to be tested was that the culturally specific programs would be more costly than analogous mainstream treatments.

**METHODS**

Agencies to be studied were selected based on the following criteria: a) chiefly serving urban AI/ANs, b) providing residential substance abuse treatment, and c) offering short-term and/or long-term residential programs. In this context, “urban” refers to metropolitan areas (also known as Core Based Statistical Areas; i.e., cities) as defined by the U.S. Census Bureau. Residential substance abuse treatment, as defined by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA, 2007), is a nonhospital, nondetoxification rehabilitation program whose clients stay overnight at the facility. Short-term programs typically have 30-day (or less) planned lengths of stay, according to SAMHSA, whereas long-term programs have planned lengths of stay greater than 30 days. The study years were chosen to include 2006 so that
cost data could be compared with national figures provided by French et al. (2008). Given research resource constraints, the sample was limited to two study agencies (denoted Agency A and Agency B). A companion paper describes the study agencies in detail ("Residential substance abuse treatment for urban American Indians and Alaska Natives Part I: Services and staff," in this issue).

Both programs are private, not-for-profit agencies funded by numerous entities including IHS and Medicaid. The two programs maintained their own financial data and reported service utilization to their respective state substance abuse agencies. Both study agencies utilized Microsoft Excel software for financial records and both had annual independent audits of finances. The agencies were also similar in that they owned their residential treatment program properties and equipment. Thus, neither agency had facility lease or rent expenditures. Fiscal years for the two agencies were the same (July 1 through June 30).

**Procedures**

The project began with extensive discussions between agency staff (including senior leaders) and members of the research team, leading to agreement on the study protocol. In addition, the meetings served to introduce the project to agency staff members. Each agency hired a masters-level AI/AN researcher who facilitated data acquisition. In addition, the directors of the two agencies served as consultants to the project.

All interviews, data collection, data entry, and preliminary data management pertaining to costs were conducted by a doctoral level AI researcher. Cost information was obtained with the Brief Drug Abuse Treatment Cost Analysis Program (Brief DATCAP), which is described subsequently. Data sources included Microsoft Excel spreadsheets for financial records, annual audits, category-specific Excel spreadsheets, and face-to-face and telephone interviews, as well as email correspondence to transmit and clarify data from each agency. Data were obtained for three consecutive fiscal years (2005-2006, 2006-2007, and 2007-2008).

Following protocols developed by French et al. (2002) and described in the DATCAP User’s Manual (French, 2002), a letter of introduction to the project and a copy of the instrument were provided to each agency. At subsequent meetings, the financial officer and the treatment program director of each agency reviewed data needs, sources, and mechanisms for data retrieval.
and sharing. Neither agency received remuneration for staff time, although both agencies received gift cards and a copy of their data for program use.

It should be noted that the two agencies had similar but not identical accounting procedures. For example, Agency A included labor costs for mental health staff in the residential program budget. Conversely, mental health services for Agency B clients were provided as part of the outpatient program.

**Measures**

**Brief Drug Abuse Treatment Cost Analysis Program (DATCAP)**

Cost data were obtained via the Brief DATCAP, which is a public domain instrument (Alexandre et al., 2012; French, 2002; French et al., 1997; French et al., 2008; French, Roebuck, & McLellan, 2004; French et al., 2002) available online that is widely used to ascertain costs of substance abuse treatment. The DATCAP approach to program costs involves collecting data on numbers of clients, program personnel, contracted services, buildings and facilities, equipment, supplies and materials, and miscellaneous resources consumed (mortgage and interest, property taxes, insurance, maintenance, and utilities are included here). DATCAP generates both accounting costs and economic (also known as opportunity) costs for substance abuse treatment programs.

**National Comparison Data**

National data sets were used to provide comparisons. For convenience, agencies in the national data sets will be referred to as “mainstream” programs. This information was accessed online via the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Data Archive, then at the Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research maintained by the University of Michigan. For the national data sets, “urban” admissions, discharges, and agencies, respectively, were defined as those within Core Based Statistical Areas (i.e., cities).

The SAMHSA-supported Treatment Episode Data Set (TEDS) compiles information about admissions to and discharges from virtually all publicly funded substance abuse treatment programs in the United States (Albrecht, Lindsay, & Terplan, 2011; Mutter, Ali, Smith, & Strashny, 2015; Stahler, Mennis, & DuCette, 2016; Terplan, Smith, Kozloski, & Pollack, 2010). The unit of analysis is generally the admission (or the discharge), so that a given person may be represented more than once. Data from 2006 were examined pertaining to discharges of AI/ANs
from residential rehabilitation programs located in Core Based Statistical Areas. There were 2,075 discharges from short-term programs and 2,668 discharges from long-term programs.

Another data set provided by SAMHSA is the National Survey of Substance Abuse Treatment Services (NSSATS). This mail, telephone, and Internet survey encompasses the overwhelming majority of publicly funded chemical dependency treatment agencies (with a response rate above 95%). Data from the survey are used to populate the online Substance Abuse Treatment Facility Locator. The survey includes a checklist where respondents indicate which services are provided by their agencies. In addition, the survey asks respondents about numbers of admissions, current census, and numbers of residential treatment beds. However, client demographic data (such as race and ethnicity) are not included. Data from the 2006 survey were obtained pertaining to 3,539 agencies in Core Based Statistical Areas that offered either short- or long-term residential (nonhospital) treatment services.

Nationwide cost data were obtained from an older project supported by SAMHSA. The Alcohol and Drug Services Study (ADSS) was a national examination of publicly funded substance abuse treatment agencies conducted from 1996 through 1999 (Reif, Horgan, & Ritter, 2011; Woodward, Das, Raskin, & Morgan-Lopez, 2006; Woodward, Raskin, & Blacklow, 2008). Briefly, the study included a random sample of 530 urban nonhospital residential substance abuse treatment agencies (with a response rate of 91%). Facility administrators responding to telephone interviews in 1996 provided information about the agency (such as numbers of clients in residence on the survey date) and about staff members. These responses appear to be the most recent nationally representative data about urban residential treatment center costs.

The nationwide ADSS cost study was used in conjunction with data from French et al. (2008) to estimate economic costs of 48 nationally representative residential treatment programs that were comparable to the two study agencies. The project computed accounting costs in 1996 dollars (SAMHSA, 2003). Note that accounting costs are similar to but not the same as economic costs (Woodward et al., 2008).

The ADSS accounting costs per client per day varied with the average daily census. As expected (French et al., 2008; Woodward et al., 2008), the daily accounting costs per person declined with increasing program size. In particular, the logarithm of the daily accounting cost per client declined linearly with the logarithm of the average daily census. Consequently,
comparisons between study agency costs and national data needed to address program size. Therefore, the ADSS accounting cost data were employed to adjust for program size via the following approaches.

In the first step, the ADSS daily accounting costs were converted into weekly economic costs. Detailed data on weekly economic costs were obtained (French, personal communication, October 13, 2013) for 21 adult residential treatment programs studied by French et al. (2008). Percentiles were computed for the weekly economic costs of the 21 adult residential programs (French et al., 2008). Next, percentiles of daily accounting costs were computed for the 48 residential programs in the ADSS cost study using facility weights and addressing the complex sampling design. The weekly economic cost percentiles from French et al. (2008) were linked with the closest 21 ADSS daily accounting cost percentiles. The logarithms of weekly economic costs (French et al., 2008) were regressed on the logarithms of ADSS daily accounting costs via weighted regression incorporating the complex sampling design. This regression yielded an $R^2$ of 0.703. Then the logarithms of the ADSS daily accounting costs were converted into estimated logarithms of weekly economic cost via the relationship

$$\text{estimated logarithm of weekly economic cost} = 4.165 + (0.576 \times \text{logarithm of daily accounting cost})$$

In the second step, a prediction equation was constructed for the estimated logarithm of weekly economic costs based on the logarithm of the average daily census in the ADSS residential cost study. The estimated logarithms of the weekly economic costs were regressed against the logarithms of the ADSS point prevalence using weighted regression and accounting for the complex sampling design. The resulting prediction equation was

$$\text{predicted logarithm of weekly economic cost} = 7.324 - (0.229 \times \text{logarithm of point prevalence})$$

which had $R^2$ of 0.285 and standard error of estimate of 0.292. Heteroscedasticity was excluded via visual examination as per Rosopa, Schaffer, and Schroeder (2013) and via the test described by Breusch and Pagan (1979), which was not statistically significant.

The third step was to predict the expected mean weekly economic costs for the study agencies based on the two programs’ average daily census figures. Assuming a Gaussian
distribution, the expected first and third quartiles were computed as the predicted mean minus or plus (respectively) the standard error of estimate times 0.675. These estimates were then exponentiated to yield predicted means and quartiles for the weekly economic costs (in 2006 dollars).

The project was approved and overseen by the Oregon Health & Science University Institutional Review Board. Data analysis used SPSS version 20.

RESULTS

Study Agency Compared to National Demographics

State substance abuse agency data in the two right columns of Table 1 showed that the study agencies overall (outpatient plus residential) had roughly 600 to 800 admissions annually. Study Agency A served mainly AI/AN clients (68%), whereas approximately half of Agency B clients (45%) were AI/AN. Most clients at the study agencies obtained residential services.

The study agency AI/AN residential clients were mostly unemployed, never married, working-age adults. There was a slight majority of women among Agency A residential AI/AN clients, whereas women residential AI/AN clients were outnumbered by men at Agency B. Most of the study agencies’ AI/AN residential clients (70% to 85%) had been arrested at some time. Alcohol was the primary substance of abuse for most of the AI/AN residential clients, whereas injection drug use was uncommon. Most of the AI/AN residential clients completed treatment, and most were described as abstinent at discharge.

Outpatient AI/ANs at the study agencies were mostly male, unemployed, working-age adults, some 60% of whom had been arrested at some time. Again, alcohol was the primary substance for AI/AN outpatient clients, and injection drug use was uncommon. On the other hand, it was rare for AI/AN outpatients to complete treatment, and abstinence at discharge from outpatient care was infrequent.

Table 1 also shows national substance abuse treatment data for non-Natives and AI/ANs, respectively. In contrast to the study agencies, most nationwide admissions were to outpatient programs. Most national residential admissions were for working age, never married, unemployed males. Nationwide employment rates for both non-Native and AI/AN admissions exceeded those for study agency clients. Nationally, alcohol was the primary substance for most
AI/AN residential admissions (56%), but only for 40% of non-Native residential admissions. Needle use was uncommon. Regarding outpatients, study agency client demographics were similar to those for nationwide admissions except that employment rates were lower for study agency clients than for their national counterparts.

Staff data are also given in Table 1. The study agencies (right columns) had more counselors than the national average (left column). Most counselors at Agency A were AI/AN, but not at Agency B.

Table 1
Urban substance abuse treatment admissions, clients, and staff

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>United States a</th>
<th>Study Agencies</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not Native</td>
<td>American Indian</td>
<td>Agency A b</td>
<td>Agency B c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total admissions (2002)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>1,375,730</td>
<td>24,488</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State general funds</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>215,479</td>
<td>4,377</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 18-64</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never married</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrested</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol primary</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needle use</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstain f</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outpatient (2000)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>702,415</td>
<td>11,870</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 18-64</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never married</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrested</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol primary</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needle use</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstain f</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

continued on next page
Table 1 Continued
Urban substance abuse treatment admissions, clients, and staff

| United States  a | Study Agencies |
|-----------------|----------------|----------------|
|                 | Staff          |                |
|                 | (1996 for United States) | (2002 for study agencies) |
| Not Native      | Agency A  b    | Agency B  c    |
| American Indian | 4.5 (SD = 12.1; N = 372)  g | 15             |
| Counselors      | 10             | 2              |
| American Indian counselors | Unknown      |                 |

a Treatment Episode Data Set Admissions for Core Based Statistical Areas. b Client Process Monitoring System (Agency A admissions and clients). c Treatment and Assessment Report Generation Tool (Agency B admissions and clients). d Alcohol and Drug Addiction Treatment Support Act (ADATSA). e Arrested in last two years for Agency A or in last year for Agency B. f Abstinent at discharge. g from Alcohol and Drug Services Study.

Agency A Residential Funding
Funding for residential treatment at Agency A is provided through grants from the state addictions and mental health program, IHS, state and local criminal justice agencies, an agreement with a county family involvement program, Medicaid, private payers (including tribes), and private insurance. All of the billing is handled through Agency A’s financial services department. The client’s funding source does not influence the treatment approach for that client.

Agency B Residential Funding
At Agency B, direct care services are provided on a sliding-fee basis. Many public and private insurance programs are accepted. Additional funding is received from public and private sources, including federal, state, and local government as well as Medicaid and Medicare. Agency B contracts with IHS under Title V of the Indian Health Care Improvement Act (P. L. 94-437).

Several sources fund the Agency B residential treatment program. Approximately 55 beds are reserved through the state substance abuse agency for services to low-income or indigent people who are assessed as chemically dependent. An especially important revenue source for Agency B is the state Alcohol and Drug Addiction Treatment and Support Act (ADATSA), which provides state-financed (from general funds) treatment and support services to chemically dependent indigent persons. The legislation requires the state to pay for chemical dependency treatment of “alcoholics and addicts” who lack financial resources. If the applicant is found to be chemically dependent and otherwise eligible, the ADATSA case manager schedules an intake appointment at an appropriate chemical dependency treatment facility. Eligible persons can receive up to 6 months of treatment within a 2-year period. Forty-five of the 55 beds are for
patients receiving treatment under ADATSA. Eligibility is further restricted to those who are unemployable as a result of their alcohol or other drug addiction. During 2002, some 34% of Agency B clients received treatment under the ADATSA program (Table 1, right column).

The residential program at Agency B also receives drug court referrals from IHS. In addition, there are clients funded by direct payments from tribes. There are no differences in services provided based on the client’s funding source.

**Residential Accounting Costs at the Study Agencies**

Table 2 shows the accounting costs for the residential programs. Not surprisingly, labor is by far the largest cost category. Over the study years, labor represented 76% of the accounting costs at Agency A and 56% at Agency B. Supplies (such as food) represented the next largest cost category overall. Supplies comprised approximately one tenth of costs at Agency A but one fifth at Agency B.

Crude comparisons can be made with residential data from ADSS, which used somewhat different cost definitions. In the national ADSS study, personnel comprised 63% of total costs for 48 nonhospital residential programs (left column of Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost Category</th>
<th>United States a</th>
<th>Study Agencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agency A</td>
<td>Agency B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Year One</td>
<td>Year Two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor</td>
<td>$1,431,528</td>
<td>$1,601,001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplies</td>
<td>136,969</td>
<td>224,175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilities b</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contracts</td>
<td>137,204</td>
<td>129,944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous c</td>
<td>151,160</td>
<td>163,962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor percentage</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Year One = fiscal year 2005-2006; Year Two = fiscal year 2006-2007; Year Three = fiscal year 2007-2008

a Alcohol and Drug Services Study 1996. b Both agencies own their facility. c Miscellaneous includes utilities, fees, taxes, travel, and other expenses.

**Study Agency and National Administrative Data**

Costs need to be interpreted in view of agency size. As shown in Table 3, Agency A had licensed capacity and physical capacity of 62 beds for all study years. Conversely, Agency B had licensed capacity and physical capacity of 96 beds for all study years except fiscal year 2005-
2006, when licensed capacity was 72 beds. Thus, Agency A had substantially fewer licensed beds than Agency B, especially in the last two study fiscal years.

For comparison purposes, NSSATS for 2006 showed that the average urban residential bed capacity was 33 (far left column of Table 3). With 62 licensed beds, Agency A was at the 88th percentile nationally, while Agency B (with 96 beds) was at the 95th percentile. Thus, both study agencies were much larger than the typical urban residential treatment program with respect to bed counts.

Table 3 also shows average daily census for the two study agencies. Agency A had, on average, approximately 45 clients in residence, whereas Agency B typically had 85 clients. A complication here is that the administrative data for Agency A (such as the average daily census) pertain only to designated (i.e., adult) clients. In other words, the data do not reflect clients’ children staying at the Agency A residential program.

Nationwide, the average number of urban residential clients (on the survey date) was 30 (far left column of Table 3). Agency A with, on average, 45 clients was at the 87th percentile for long-term (90-day) urban residential programs. Agency B (with an average of 85 clients) was at the 99th percentile for short-term urban residential agencies. Looking at all urban residential agencies (both short- and long-term) nationwide, Agency B was at the 94th percentile.

Lengths of stay are also presented in Table 3. The Agency A average length of stay (10-12 weeks) corresponds to the long-term nature of its residential program. Analogously, the 5-week average length of stay at Agency B reflects the short-term residential treatment provided to most of its clients. (It should be mentioned that some Agency B clients undertook long-term care after completing short-term residential treatment.) As expected, then, Agency A residential clients had lengths of stay approximately twice that of Agency B clients.

National TEDS discharge data for 2006 showed that urban short-term residential AI/AN clients had an average length of stay of 29 days, or 4 weeks (far left column of Table 3). Urban AI/ANs discharged from long-term residential programs had an average length of stay of 71 days, or 10 weeks. Thus, the study agencies had lengths of stay slightly longer than expected based on national data.

Table 3 shows that Agency A had approximately 80 to 100 residential admissions annually. Inconveniently, the residential admissions data for Agency B are complicated by inclusion of “re-admissions.” One approach to these data is to generate estimates based on the
formula “admissions equal census divided by length of stay.” These estimates suggest that Agency B had approximately 200 to 300 annual residential admissions. Using this estimate, Agency A had fewer annual admissions than Agency B.

Nationwide data from NSSATS (left column of Table 3) indicated that, for urban programs providing residential treatment, the average number of admissions in 2006 was 346. However, this nationwide figure combines short- and long-term residential programs and may include admissions to outpatient services (for some agencies in the national survey). As best as can be determined, it appears that the study agencies had somewhat fewer annual admissions than did the average mainstream program.

Table 3
Residential Administrative Data and Economic Costs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>United States a</th>
<th>Study Agencies</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Agency A</td>
<td>Study Agencies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Year One</td>
<td>Year Two</td>
<td>Year Three</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Year One</td>
<td>Year Two</td>
<td>Year Three</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bed capacity b</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>72</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average daily census</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>84</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average length of stay</td>
<td>4.1 or 10.1</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admissions c</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1,758</td>
<td>1,752</td>
<td>1,666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic costs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total annual</td>
<td>$1,856,861</td>
<td>$2,119,082</td>
<td>$1,928,608</td>
<td>$2,285,801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$2,280,583</td>
<td>$2,280,583</td>
<td>$2,542,840</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly per client d</td>
<td>$607 to $919</td>
<td>$809</td>
<td>$865</td>
<td>$902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$522</td>
<td>$515</td>
<td>$574</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per treatment episode e</td>
<td>$2,907 to $11,260</td>
<td>$7,851</td>
<td>$9,166</td>
<td>$10,465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$2,401</td>
<td>$2,521</td>
<td>$2,828</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Year One = fiscal year 2005-2006; Year Two = fiscal year 2006-2007; Year Three = fiscal year 2007-2008

a Nation-wide data from National Survey of Substance Abuse Treatment Services for bed capacity, average daily census, and annual admissions; Treatment Episode Data Set Discharges of urban American Indians for length of stay (short term and long term programs, respectively); and French et al. (2008) for economic cost bands.

b Agency A had licensed capacity and physical capacity of 62 beds for all years while Agency B had licensed capacity and physical capacity of 96 beds for all years except 2005 – 2006 when licensed capacity was 72 beds.

c Admissions include “re-admissions” to the extended care component for Agency B.

d Weekly economic cost per client = Total annual cost / Average weekly Census / 52.14 weeks.

e Economic cost per treatment episode = Weekly economic cost per client x Average length of stay (weeks) where economic cost definitions are as per French, Salome, Sindelar, and McLellan (2002, page 444).
Numbers of clients per counselor for the study agencies were similar to (Agency A) or somewhat larger (Agency B) than in the national ADSS data for urban residential treatment programs (which had a mean of five and a median of four). Agency A had approximately five clients per counselor in fiscal year 2005-2006 while Agency B had eight clients per counselor at that time. Based on the ADSS data, Agency A was at the 67th percentile nationally for clients per counselor, while Agency B was at the 85th percentile.

**Economic Costs for the Study Agencies**

Using the administrative data, accounting costs were translated into the economic costs shown in Table 3. Whereas Agency A had weekly economic costs of approximately $850 per client, the corresponding weekly figure for Agency B was $550 per client. The treatment episode costs were approximately $9,000 for Agency A and $2,500 for Agency B.

These figures for the study agencies can be compared to the national “cost bands” provided by French et al. (2008) and shown in the left column of Table 3. For adult residential services, French et al. (2008) studied some 22 programs, which had an average length of stay of 13 weeks, with a median length of stay of 11 weeks.

In the national data, the inter-quartile range (cost band) for weekly economic cost per client ranged from $607 to $919 in 2006 U.S. dollars (French et al., 2008). The treatment episode cost band ranged from $2,907 to $11,260 in 2006 U.S. dollars.

Thus, the weekly economic costs for Agency A were well within the cost band based on national data. Similarly, the treatment episode costs for Agency A were as expected based on the studies by French et al. (2008). Conversely, Agency B had weekly costs notably below the cost band reported by French et al. (2008) and also had treatment episode costs lower than expected based on the national data.

Taking into account program size, the predicted mean weekly economic cost for Agency A was $521, with a predicted third quartile cost of $772. Over the study years, the observed weekly economic cost ($850) for Agency A corresponded to a predicted 84th percentile. In other words, Agency A costs were toward the upper end of the predicted range, taking into account the average daily census. Conversely, for Agency B, the predicted mean weekly economic cost was $548, which was essentially equal to the observed figure ($550).
CONCLUSIONS

Contrary to the hypothesis, the study programs had costs similar to or lower than those for mainstream facilities. Whether measured per week or per treatment episode, one study agency had costs well within national cost bands, while the other study agency’s costs were notably below the national figures.

One explanation for the low costs may be that the study agencies operated in environments with markedly limited financial resources. In an editorial, Roubideaux (2002) summarized the situation by saying “We also must help educate others, especially our country’s leaders, on the severe levels of under-funding and lack of resources in the Indian health system and the need for more funding for Indian health care” (p. 1403). Conceivably, the study agencies may have used funds more efficiently than did mainstream programs with greater financial resources. Indeed, greater efficiency is also suggested by the finding that study agency clients had greater severity (shown, for example, by their unemployment levels) than did their national counterparts.

An additional explanation could be economies of scale. Namely, the study agencies were notably larger than the typical urban residential substance abuse treatment program. For example, the study agencies exceeded roughly 90% of urban residential programs with respect to numbers of beds and clients. French et al. (2008) and Woodward et al. (2008) pointed out that powerful determinants of costs include economies of scale as well as lengths of stay. Indeed, when adjustments were made to account for program size, the costs observed at the study agencies appeared close to those predicted from national data.

Staff mixtures may also explain costs. For example, one study agency made considerable use of residential aides rather than certified substance abuse treatment counselors (see “Residential substance abuse treatment for urban American Indians and Alaska Natives Part I: Services and staff,” in this issue). And both study agencies exceeded national averages with regard to numbers of clients per full-time substance abuse treatment counselor. Therefore, some cost savings may be due to staff composition.

Strengths and limitations of the study should be recognized. The present project appears to be the first analysis addressing cost of services for urban AI/AN clients of residential treatment programs. McFarland et al. (2006) reported on the organization and financing of alcohol treatment programs for AI/ANs. But few, if any, studies have provided detailed
economic costs of health care services delivered to urban AI/ANs. This lack of information is especially unfortunate because urban individuals comprise most of the AI/AN population (Castor et al., 2006).

On the other hand, the project was limited to two urban AI/AN treatment programs. The study agencies may or may not be representative of other facilities focused on this population. However, demographics of the study agency clients were generally similar to those of their national counterparts, except that study clients were less likely to be employed. Also, as described in the companion paper (“Residential substance abuse treatment for urban American Indians and Alaska Natives Part I: Services and staff,” in this issue), the study programs illustrate notable variations in the types of services provided.

By design, the present report focused on costs. Thus, client data (including treatment outcomes) are not provided here (but will be described elsewhere). However, it should be noted that other projects have examined results of treatment for AI/ANs with substance abuse problems. For example, Evans et al. (2006) found similar reductions in problem severity one year after treatment entry for AI/AN versus non-Native clients in California. In addition, the American Society of Addiction Medicine has noted that “there is a dearth of guideline-based research from which to develop meaningful performance and outcomes measures for the addiction treatment field” (Addiction Specialist Physician Performance Panel, 2014, p. 28). These limitations notwithstanding, the present project showed that urban AI/ANs who have substance abuse problems can be served by residential treatment programs with modest budgets. This result is noteworthy because the study agencies provide numerous culturally specific as well as mainstream services (“Residential substance abuse treatment for urban American Indians and Alaska Natives Part I: Services and staff,” in this issue). In the words of Lillie-Blanton and Roubideaux (2005), this finding addresses “an important but often overlooked public policy issue—how to more effectively address the health care needs of this nation’s first citizens” (p. 759). Indeed, these results are especially pertinent for substance abuse treatment program developers and managers who recognize that “efforts to improve health care for American Indians and Alaska Natives need to be more culturally appropriate and community based and must help build community capacity” (Lillie-Blanton & Roubideaux, 2005, p. 760).
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Abstract: The objective of the present study was to assess whether self-reported physical activity barriers could be reduced among American Indian elders who participated in a 6-week randomized physical activity trial that compared the use of a pedometer only to that of pedometers with step-count goal setting. Elders (N = 32) were compared on the Barriers to Being Physically Active Quiz after participating in a pilot physical activity trial. Elders were classified into high- and low-barrier groups at baseline and compared on self-reported physical activity, health-related quality of life, pedometer step counts, and 6-minute walk performance. At the conclusion of the 6-week trial, only the lack of willpower subscale significantly decreased. The low-barrier group reported significantly higher physical activity engagement and improved mental health quality of life than the high-barrier group. The groups did not differ on daily step counts or 6-minute walk performance. Additional research is needed with a larger sample to understand relevant activity barriers in this population and assess whether they can be modified through participation in structured physical activity and exercise programs.

INTRODUCTION

Barriers to physical activity and exercise may partially account for escalating rates of physical inactivity in the general U.S. population (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC], 2000; Martin, Morrow, Jackson, & Dunn, 2000; Owen, Humpel, Leslie, Bauman, & Sallis, 2004). Relative to other ethnic groups, American Indians (AIs) report the lowest levels of leisure-time physical activity (Coble & Rhodes, 2006; Duncan, Goldberg, Buchwald, Wen, & Henderson, 2009), and they express a variety of personal, social, and environmental barriers to exercise (Belza et al., 2004; Eyler, Brownson,Donatelle, & King, 1999; Henderson & Ainsworth, 2003; Jahns, McDonald, Wadsworth, Morin, & Liu, 2014; King et al., 2000;
A recent review of physical activity levels among AI adults found that approximately 27% met recommended physical activity requirements when assessed by self-report, yet when assessed using more objective measures of physical activity, only 9% met recommended levels (Foulds, Warburton, & Bredin, 2013). Challenges in reaching minimal recommended levels of physical activity may be better understood in the context of identifying relevant barriers to being more physically active. For example, in a sample of Lakota women, the most frequent barriers to physical activity included lack of childcare, limited time, and concerns about the safety of walking areas (Harnack, Story, & Rock, 1999). A small qualitative study of AI adults residing in the Northern Plains identified jobs, lack of time, and limited access to exercise facilities as the most frequent barriers to physical activity (Jahns et al., 2014). Lack of willpower is also a commonly reported barrier to physical activity among AI adults (Harnack et al., 1999; Jahns et al., 2014). Barriers are often multimodal in nature and may vary considerably as a function of age, gender, tribal culture, and neighborhood features that either promote or inhibit physical activity levels.

Older AIs may be at particular risk for adverse health outcomes associated with physical inactivity (Duncan et al., 2009; Galloway, 2005; Sawchuk, Russo, Bogart, et al., 2011) and may face unique challenges to establishing and maintaining healthy activity levels (Coble & Rhodes, 2006). However, very little research has been conducted with AI elders, and better understanding these barriers may prove useful in promoting more durable engagement in physical activity programs.

We conducted a pilot study to assess changes in self-reported barriers to physical activity, especially walking, among AI elders who participated in a randomized physical activity pilot trial (Sawchuk, Russo, Charles, et al., 2011). The purposes of this study were 1) to compare pre- to post-changes on self-reported barriers to physical activity among participants who only monitored step counts to those who monitored step counts plus had step-count goal setting; 2) to determine if all participants would report pre- to post-reductions in self-reported barriers to physical activity across the 6-week trial; and, 3) compare those reporting high to low levels of physical activity barriers at baseline to pre- to post-changes in self-reported and performance-based outcomes of physical activity. We classified participants into high- and low-barrier groups based on their baseline scores on the Barriers to Being Physically Active Quiz. We hypothesized...
that all elders would report a significant decrease in Barriers Quiz scores across our 6-week trial. We also predicted that, relative to the high-barrier group, the low-barrier group at baseline would report greater caloric expenditure and engagement in physical activity, as assessed by the Community Healthy Activities Model Program for Seniors Questionnaire, and higher physical and mental health quality of life scores, as assessed by the Short Form 36 of the Medical Outcomes Survey. Further, we hypothesized that the low-barrier group at baseline would have greater total daily pedometer step counts and enhanced performance on the 6-minute walk test of fitness in comparison to the high-barrier group.

METHODS

Subjects

Thirty-six AI elders participated in a 6-week randomized pilot study that compared physical activity monitoring with a pedometer only (N = 19) to physical activity monitoring with a pedometer plus additional instruction in setting weekly step-count goals (N = 17; Sawchuk, Russo, Charles, et al., 2011). Due to limitations in funding for the pilot study, a maximum of 36 participants were recruited. A total of four female elders did not complete the 6-week post-assessment, reducing the final sample size to 17 in the pedometer only group and 15 in the pedometer goal-setting group. All study recruitment efforts and procedures were conducted between May and December 2007 at the Seattle Indian Health Board (SIHB), a primary care medical facility serving the healthcare needs of AIs and Alaska Natives in Seattle, Washington. Advertisements for the study occurred at the SIHB, local-area Native health fairs, and by word of mouth. Interested participants were contacted by study staff by phone to determine eligibility. Inclusion criteria were: between 50 and 85 years of age; sedentary lifestyle (responding “no” to the question, “Have you been physically active for the past 6 months?”); ability to walk without assistance; lack of medical contraindications to walking; and living within a 2-hour driving radius of the SIHB. Approval for this study was obtained from the Institutional Review Board at the University of Washington and from the SIHB Privacy Board.
Measures

Demographics

Demographic information included age, sex, marital status, education level, body mass index, and current smoking status.

Physical activity barriers

The Barriers to Being Physically Active Quiz (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 1999) is a 21-item measure assessing activity barriers across seven domains: 1) lack of time, 2) social influence, 3) lack of energy, 4) lack of willpower, 5) fear of injury, 6) lack of skill, and 7) lack of resources (e.g., recreational facilities, exercise equipment). Each domain contains three items that are rated on the degree to which they interfere with physical activity on a four-point scale ranging from 0 (Very unlikely) to 3 (Very likely). In this sample, the total score on the Barriers Quiz had an internal consistency reliability of 0.89.

Self-reported physical activity and health

The Community Healthy Activities Model Program for Seniors (CHAMPS) Questionnaire is a 41-item measure assessing a range of light, moderate, and vigorous physical activities in leisure, work, exercise, and chore-related domains (Stewart et al., 1997). Respondents report their weekly frequency and duration of participation in activities over the previous 4 weeks. In the present study, we assessed total weekly caloric expenditure for all exercise activities and total weekly frequency of all exercise-related activities. The CHAMPS has established psychometric characteristics with older populations (Harada, Chiu, King, & Stewart, 2001).

The Short Form 36 (SF-36) is a 36-item measure of health-related quality of life (Ware & Sherbourne, 1992). In the present study, we used the Physical (PCS) and Mental Health Component (MCS) summary scores. The SF-36 has been used previously with AI samples (Beals et al., 2006; Sawchuk, et al., 2008).

Objective measures of physical activity and fitness

All participants used a pedometer and recorded their total daily step counts in a journal over the course of the 6-week trial. The 6-minute walk test was used as our primary behavioral outcome of fitness. Following a standardized protocol (ATS Committee on Proficiency Standards for Clinical Pulmonary Function Laboratories, 2002), a research assistant instructed participants to walk around two traffic cones on opposite ends of a 40-foot corridor, unassisted,
covering as much distance as possible within the 6-minute time frame. At the end of 6 minutes, a marker was placed on the ground next to the participant, and total distance was calculated in feet with a rolling tape measure.

Procedures

This pilot study was conducted between May and November of 2007. Participants completed two face-to-face visits with the research assistant at the SIHB, spaced 6 weeks apart. Each clinic visit lasted 60 to 90 minutes. Participants also received weekly 5- to 10-minute telephone calls from the research assistant to bolster continued participation in the study, address any study-related concerns, and encourage engagement with physical activity.

During the first clinic visit, the research assistant orally described the study’s purpose and procedures, and obtained written informed consent from each participant. A structured interview was conducted to collect additional demographic and medical information; the participant then completed the Barriers Quiz, CHAMPS, and SF-36. The research assistant measured the participant’s height and weight, and then randomly assigned the participant to one of two groups: a group that monitored step counts only, and a group that monitored step counts and also set a weekly step-count goal. Each participant was then trained in the use of a pedometer and shown how to read the step counter and how to record their total daily step count on activity-monitoring forms.

During their weekly telephone conversations, elders in the step-count plus goal-setting group were given additional instructions to set a new weekly goal of increasing their counts by 5% above the previous week’s average. All participants in both groups were compensated with a $40 grocery gift card after the first clinic visit, and all were mailed another $40 grocery gift card after completing the fourth weekly phone call.

At the second clinic visit, the research assistant reviewed the daily activity-monitoring forms and re-administered the Barriers Quiz, CHAMPS, and SF-36. The research assistant also measured changes in health status and ambulatory functioning since starting the study, as well as resting oxygen saturation, heart rate, blood pressure, and the Borg-Dyspnea scale. Elders then completed the 6-minute walk test. Afterward, they were debriefed and compensated with a $60 grocery gift card.
Statistical Analyses

Descriptive statistics were generated for the full sample. The two step-count groups were initially compared on the Barriers Quiz and its subscales, using between-group t-tests. We then defined two groups based on a median split of the total Barriers Quiz score at baseline, with one group reporting higher barriers and the other reporting lower barriers to physical activity. T-tests were used to determine whether the two barrier groups differed on demographics, self-reported physical activity, health-related quality of life, total step counts, and performance on the 6-minute walk test.

RESULTS

Participant Characteristics

The average age of the elders was 61 years (SD = 8.9), with the majority being female (66%), college-educated (55%), and not currently employed (86%). The average BMI was 30.8 (SD = 6.5), and 40% were current smokers.

Changes in Barriers to Physical Activity

We found no statistically significant differences on Barriers Quiz scores or demographic characteristics between the step-count only group and the step-count plus goal-setting group, either at baseline or at the 6-week assessment. Therefore, the data were collapsed into a single sample for within-subjects analyses. Table 1 presents change scores on the Barriers Quiz between baseline and 6-week assessment for the entire sample. Higher scores on the full scales and subscales indicate more self-reported barriers to physical activity. Subscale mean scores on the Barriers Quiz decreased from baseline to 6 weeks, although only the lack of willpower subscale showed a statistically significant change over time (p < .05).
Table 1
Change scores across the 6-week trial on the Barriers to Being Physically Active Quiz for the entire sample (N = 32)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barriers Quiz</th>
<th>Total Sample (N = 32)</th>
<th>Test Statistic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>6 Weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total score</td>
<td>18.9 (11.8)</td>
<td>16.3 (8.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of time</td>
<td>2.0 (2.1)</td>
<td>2.2 (2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social influence</td>
<td>2.9 (1.8)</td>
<td>2.2 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of energy</td>
<td>2.7 (2.6)</td>
<td>2.2 (2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of willpower</td>
<td>4.7 (2.8)</td>
<td>3.4 (2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear of injury</td>
<td>2.0 (2.3)</td>
<td>1.8 (1.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of skill</td>
<td>1.8 (2.2)</td>
<td>1.6 (2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of resources</td>
<td>2.8 (2.2)</td>
<td>2.8 (2.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *p < .05

Comparison of High- versus Low-barrier Groups

We used the median of 17 on the total baseline Barriers Quiz score to define two groups on the basis of higher or lower barriers to physical activity. Table 2 compares the barrier groups in terms of demographics, CHAMPS, SF-36 PCS, SF-36 MCS, average daily step counts, and performance on the 6-minute walk test. The high- and low-barrier groups did not differ on any demographic or health-related variables. The low-barrier group reported significantly higher frequency of all exercise activities on the CHAMPS questionnaire relative to the high-barrier group (p < .05), although total caloric expenditure did not differ significantly between groups. The low-barrier group reported significantly better scores on the SF-36 MCS relative to the high-barrier group (p < .01), although no between-group differences were found on the SF-36 PCS. The barrier groups did not differ on either total average daily step counts or performance on the 6-minute walk test.
Table 2
Comparison of high- and low-barrier groups on demographics, CHAMPS, SF-36, average daily step counts, and 6-minute walk performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>High-barrier Group</th>
<th>Low-barrier Group</th>
<th>t (34) (p) or chi-square (1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, mean (SD)</td>
<td>60.4 (10.3)</td>
<td>61.8 (7.8)</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female, %</td>
<td>60.0% (9)</td>
<td>70.6% (12)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI, mean (SD)</td>
<td>32.5 (6.7)</td>
<td>29.2 (6.1)</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAMPS total caloric expenditure for all activities, mean (SD)</td>
<td>5779.1 (8084.7)</td>
<td>9496.5 (9217.6)</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAMPS total frequency of all activities, mean (SD)</td>
<td>12.6 (10.7)</td>
<td>20.6 (10.9)</td>
<td>2.23*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-36 PCS, mean (SD)</td>
<td>41.2 (5.8)</td>
<td>40.3 (8.5)</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-36 MCS, mean (SD)</td>
<td>42.0 (9.1)</td>
<td>50.6 (7.8)</td>
<td>3.04**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of daily steps, mean (SD)</td>
<td>5359.0 (2955.5)</td>
<td>5335.8 (4435.7)</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-minute walk distance in feet, mean (SD)</td>
<td>1236.5 (314.0)</td>
<td>1222.9 (282.0)</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *p < .05, **p < .01. SD = standard deviation; BMI = body mass index; CHAMPS = Community Healthy Activities Model Program for Seniors; SF-36 PCS = Short Form 36 Physical Component Summary; SF-36 MCS = Short Form 36 Mental Health Component Summary.

DISCUSSION

Several studies have identified a wide variety of personal, social, and environmental factors that are associated with lower rates of physical activity (Duncan et al., 2005; Humpel, Owen, & Leslie, 2002; McCormack et al., 2004; Owen et al., 2004). A better understanding of these factors would have direct implications for efforts to promote physical activity at both individual and community levels. Contrary to our hypothesis, elders did not report a significant reduction on their total Barriers Quiz score during the 6-week trial. The only Barriers Quiz subscale that showed a significant reduction was lack of willpower, a commonly endorsed reason for physical inactivity among AIs (Belza et al., 2004; Harnack et al., 1999; Jahns et al., 2014) as well as older White populations (Rye, Rye, Tessaro, & Coffindaffer, 2009). We created two groups using baseline scores on the Barriers to Being Physically Active Quiz. Only the
CHAMPS score for frequency of engagement in all exercise activities and the SF-36 MCS score significantly improved in the low-barrier group compared to the high-barrier group. Our objective measures of physical activity did not differentiate the groups, because pedometer step counts and performance on the 6-minute walk test were similar across both groups. However, including objective indicators of physical activity remains an important outcome measure in this area of investigation, especially given the discrepancy between self-reported and objective measures of physical activity (Foulds et al., 2013). Although we did not find any differences between elders who only monitored pedometer step counts with those who were given instructions in step-count goal setting (Sawchuk et al., 2011), other studies have reported enhanced step-count performance among those who are given prescriptive step-count goals (Hultquist, Albright, & Thompson, 2005). Future research using a larger sample may provide a more fair assessment of the relative value of pedometer goal setting as a means of engaging AI adults in promoting increased physical activity.

As observed in other samples of AI adults (Harnack et al., 1999; Jahns et al., 2014) lack of willpower was the highest-rated barrier by elders in our sample. Even though the lack of willpower subscale decreased significantly over the course of the 6-week trial, it still remained the highest reported barrier. Enhancing self-efficacy and confidence in one’s ability to become more physically active is an important element of sustainable physical activity programs. Principles of motivational enhancement, for example, may be particularly important to incorporate into such programs in order to bolster confidence to stay engaged in healthier physical activity routines (Martins & McNeil, 2009; Merom et al., 2009). Additional research has also shown that individuals who report higher levels of self-efficacy also report significantly fewer personal, social, and environmental barriers to physical activity than those who report low self-efficacy (Pan et al., 2009). Future research should determine whether motivational enhancement interventions can improve willpower in AIs, and, in turn, whether improved willpower can also lead to improved performance on objective measures of physical activity and fitness. Furthermore, screening for relevant barriers on the front end of exercise interventions may allow for more tailored problem solving in an effort to reach desired changes in physical activity engagement (Sawchuk, Russo, Bogart, et al., 2011).

Our pilot study has several limitations. First, the nature of the pilot investigation, including limited funding for recruitment efforts, resulted in a small sample size, hence
weakening statistical power. The small sample size likely negatively impacted the ability to
detect more meaningful changes from baseline to post-assessment on the Barriers Quiz.
Although we found that the low-barrier group reported a greater overall level of engagement in
physical activity and improved mental health quality of life than did the high-barrier group, this
distinction appeared only in the self-reported measure. No between-group differences were found
on more objective outcomes of physical activity and fitness. Larger sample sizes may allow for a
more robust between-group comparison on these subjective and objective outcome measures.
Second, we did not collect neighborhood data that were thorough enough to provide an objective
index of built environment features that either promote or inhibit physical activity. Third, our
study assessed older, urban-dwelling AIs, so our findings may not generalize as well to other AI
cohorts. Finally, we used pedometers as a means of enhancing engagement with physical
activity. Future research may determine whether structured activity programs and exercise
prescriptions that meet nationally recommended benchmarks for weekly exercise (Duncan et al.,
2005) can lead to reductions in self-reported barriers.

CONCLUSIONS

The present study contributes to the scant literature on barriers to physical activity in an
understudied population. Additional research with a larger sample is warranted to better
understand personal, social, and environmental barriers to physical activity, and to assess
whether these barriers can be reduced through time-limited and cost-effective physical activity
interventions. Studying a broader sample of AIs may also provide insight into whether specific
barriers are more relevant to some age cohorts than to others. Promoting improved physical
activity through exercise prescription and problem-solving relevant barriers among this at-risk
population may help reduce health disparities in AI elders.
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